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Abstract
We study intermediaries who seek to maximize gains from trade in bilateral
negotiations. Intermediaries are players: they cannot commit to act against their
objective function and deny, in some cases, trade they believe to be bene…cial.
This impairs their ability to assist the parties relative to conventional mechanisms.
We analyze this limited commitment environment as a standard mechanism design
problem with an additional "credibility" constraint, requiring that every outcome
be interim-optimal conditional on available information. We investigate how such
intermediaries communicate with the parties, analyze the tradeo¤s they face and
study the bounds on what they can achieve.
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Introduction

Bilateral negotiations are often facilitated by an intermediary whose goal is to bridge
information gaps and lead the parties to a desired outcome. Examples include peace
negotiations, divorce proceedings and real estate transactions. While intermediaries may
have various motives, such as maximizing their own pro…t or building up a reputation,
helping the parties to materialize potential gains from trade is often the main one. In this
paper, we abstract from sel…sh motives and study “benevolent” intermediaries – whose
sole goal is to maximize social surplus –in environments of asymmetric information. We
investigate how such intermediaries communicate with the parties and make decisions and
to what extent they can help the parties realize the potential social surplus.
The related question, of how to design a mechanism that maximizes the social surplus,
has been extensively studied in the literature. However, while some insights carry over,
the problem of optimal intermediation is quite di¤erent from that of optimal mechanism
design. In (conventional) mechanism design, the designer determines the communication
This paper supersedes an earlier working paper entitled "Mediators and Bilateral Trade".
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and decision policies at the outset and commits to execute them even if they turn out to be
sub-optimal when information is revealed. Such commitment power can be achieved, for
example, by delegating the execution to a separate institution or to a hard-wired machine.
In contrast, an intermediary actively participates in the negotiations –he interacts with
the parties and makes decisions based on the information they provide. Unlike a mechanism designer, he is bound by his preferences when communicating with the agents and
when deciding on the outcome. In particular, a benevolent intermediary cannot credibly
commit to sometimes act against the interests of the parties.
We study intermediation in the canonical bilateral trade environment of Myerson and
Satterthwaite (1983). This simpli…ed environment captures one of the main di¢ culties
in realizing the potential social surplus in settings with asymmetric information. In this
setup, a seller owns an object that a buyer potentially wants to purchase. Valuations are
independently drawn, and each agent’s valuation is known only to himself. The e¢ cient
outcome is attained if the parties trade whenever the buyer has the higher valuation.
Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) show that unless the problem is trivial, this (…rst-best)
outcome is unattainable due to the agents’ incentives to misreport their valuations in
order to obtain better trading terms. They also characterize the optimal (second-best)
mechanism, which maximizes the gains from trade among all the feasible ones. This
mechanism denies trade when the buyer’s valuation is only slightly above the seller’s.
The commitment to do so weakens the agents’incentives to misreport their preferences
and increases the social surplus on average.
An intermediary in the bilateral trade problem also strives to maximize the gains from
trade. Unlike a mechanism, however, he cannot commit to deny trade in cases where trade
is known to be bene…cial. To capture that idea, we model him as player in a game. In
this game, the intermediary moves …rst and decides on the message sets for the buyer and
the seller. The buyer and seller then simultaneously choose messages or decide to quit.
If no agent quits, the intermediary updates his beliefs given the reported messages. He
then makes a decision –whether the object is traded and at what price –in a way that
maximizes the interim expected social surplus given his beliefs.
In order to investigate intermediation, we convert this limited-commitment design
game into a standard (full-commitment) mechanism-design problem, in which the set of
permissible mechanisms is restricted to those satisfying a property we call credibility,
according to which every outcome of the mechanism is interim-optimal conditional on the
available information.1 This allows us to take advantage of some (though not all) of the
1
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powerful tools and techniques of standard mechanism design.
We show that in order to credibly deny bene…cial trade, the intermediary restricts the
precision of the information he collects from the agents. He does so by communicating in
a coarse language that pools many types of each agent in the same report. By coupling
realizations in which trade is bene…cial with realizations in which it is not within the
same information set, the intermediary can sometimes deny bene…cial trade and thereby
incentivize the agents to reveal their private information. The downside is, however, that
doing so limits the intermediary’s ability to make the trading decision dependent on the
parties’exact preferences. Thus, in contrast to a mechanism designer, for whom information is always (weakly) helpful, an intermediary faces a trade-o¤ in which possessing …ner
information also reduces the set of outcomes to which he can credibly commit.2
We …nd that even though the type space is continuous, the intermediary employs
a …nite language. We also study the bounds on the surplus that intermediation can
generate. This surplus is strictly below that of the (second-best) optimal mechanism with
full commitment power and weakly above that of the (optimal) posted-price outcome. We
also show that, in the case that types are uniformly distributed, the prospects for e¤ective
intermediation are grim: the number of messages per agent reduces to only two, and the
intermediary does no better than a posted price. Finally, we show that when the designer’s
resource constraint is relaxed (i.e. trade is subsidized), the negative consequences of his
limited commitment are less severe.
The communication phase in our model is one-shot, such that each agent sends only
one message before a decision is made. While this assumption is not without loss of
generality, it allows us to focus the analysis on the core issue of the intermediary’s use of
coarse language. Adding stages of communication may indeed expand the set of achievable
outcomes since this would allow the intermediary more freedom in controlling the ‡ow of
information, but would not change the basic intuitions delivered by the simpler model.
Beyond studying intermediation per se, the paper contributes to the theoretical literature on mechanism design with limited commitment. The environment we study –
one with multiple privately informed agents – has been largely understudied. One notable complication of this type of environment is the failure of the revelation principle.
Indeed, the "classic" revelation principle fails already in single agent limited-commitment
their messages.
2
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environments, but several results have recovered weaker versions of it for the single-agent
case. These remedies, however, are not valid for more than one privately informed agent.3
In this paper, we develop a coarse revelation result that is applicable in our environment.
We show that it is without loss of generality to assume that each agent’s message set partitions his type space into intervals (and singletons) and that in equilibrium each agent
truthfully reports the element to which his type belongs. The key feature that drives this
result in our multi-sender environment is a form of monotonicity, explained in Section 3.
Another special feature of the multiple agent environment relates to the information
trade-o¤ described earlier. While the use of a coarse language is common in limited
commitment environments, in the multi-agent environment the languages that the intermediary uses to communicate with the buyer and the seller are related. In our setting we
show that if in some range of valuations the intermediary collects …ne information from
one agent, then he must do so also for the other agent. While this result is speci…c to our
model, it highlights the fact that considerations regarding the information trade-o¤ are
more intricate in the multi-agent case.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the game-theoretic model
and show the equivalence to a constrained mechanism-design problem. In Section 3, we
derive the coarse revelation result. Section 4 explores properties of optimal intermediation
mechanisms. In Section 5, we analyze optimal intermediation –its form and the bounds on
the surplus that it can achieve. Section 6 concludes. Proofs are relegated to appendices.
Related Work. Communication in our model is cheap talk, i.e., the information
transmitted by the agents is costless and non-veri…able. In their seminal paper on cheap
talk, Crawford and Sobel (1982), show that the misalignment of interests between the
sender and the receiver necessarily leads to a coarse information structure in which a continuum of types pool into intervals. Krishna and Morgan (2008) enrich the Crawford and
Sobel (1982) model by allowing for contractual monetary transfers between the principal
and a single informed agent. These transfers allow the principal to fully separate the
types in one end of the type space, whereas the other types pool like in Crawford and
Sobel (1982). Our model also allows for transfers (between the buyer and the seller) that
the intermediary controls. Thus, like in Krishna and Morgan (2008), the intermediary is
able to fully separate the agents’types in some region. However, he never chooses to do
so and the optimal information structure he employs is always coarse.
An extensive body of literature that followed Crawford and Sobel (1982) considered the
3
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case of strategic information transmission with multiple senders who are not symmetrically
informed, as in our model. Notable examples are Austen-Smith (1993) and Wolinsky
(2002) who study how di¤erent communication protocols a¤ect equilibrium outcomes and
Gerardi, McLean and Postlewaite (2008) who consider a receiver who can commit to
distorting the outcome, relative to his optimal rule, in order to incentivize the senders
to reveal information.4 See Sobel (2013) for a detailed discussion of this strand of the
literature.
The intermediary’s objective in our model is to assist the parties in overcoming their
information asymmetry and realizing potential gains from trade. As such, our model is
related to the literature on information mediators as settlement facilitators. In early contributions to this literature, Forges (1986) and Myerson (1986) showed that third parties
(or communication devices) can act as information mediators and can expand the set of
equilibria in games. In more recent contributions, Goltsman et al. (2009) compare various dispute resolution institutions in a Crawford-Sobel framework while Hörner, Morelli
and Squintani (2015) compare the performance of third parties as settlement facilitators
with and without the ability to enforce their recommendations. Other notable examples
include Blume, Board and Kawamura (2007), Fey and Ramsey (2009) and Ivanov (2010).
A number of papers have studied the problem of multi-period auction design with
imperfect commitment. Notable examples are McAfee and Vincent (1997) and Skreta
(2006, 2015). In these papers the seller can commit to the mechanism o¤ered in the
current period but cannot commit not to o¤er a new mechanism if the item remains
unsold.5 In our paper, the focus is on one-period mechanisms, but the designer can
change the rules within that period after the agents send their reports. Akbarpour and Li
(2020) consider a di¤erent type of imperfect commitment model in which an auctioneer
who communicates sequentially and privately with the buyers can deviate from the predetermined rules only if the deviation is undetectable. In contrast, the designer in our
model is not concerned with whether or not his deviations can be detected. Other notions
of credibility requirements were studied in a context of Nash implementation (rather than
Bayesian mechanism design) by Baliga, Corchon and Sjostrom (1997) and by Chakravorty,
Corchon and Wilkie (2006).
Other papers endow the seller with even less power to commit. In McAdams and
Schwartz (2007), a seller sequentially o¤ers an item to multiple buyers and cannot commit
4
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not to conduct another round of bids, but in contrast to our model the seller cannot a¤ect
the buyers’strategy space. Vartiainen (2013) considers a sequential auctioning model in
which a seller can use a communication device to extract information from the buyers and
can change the rules of the game as long as the physical transaction has not yet taken
place. One key distinction between our paper and the above mentioned body of literature
is that we assume that the designer’s objective is to maximize welfare whereas most of
the existing literature focuses on revenue maximization.
The fact that the conventional revelation principle fails to hold when the designer’s
commitment power is imperfect – as in our model – is well known in the literature. In
a setting with one agent and …nite type space, Bester and Strausz (2001) show that a
weaker version of the revelation principle applies.6 If, in addition, the designer has access
to a communication device that may add noise to the agent’s report, Bester and Strausz
(2007) show that it is without loss of generality to assume that the agent reveals his type
truthfully to the communication device. Doval and Skreta (2020) provide a revelation
principle for dynamic settings in which the designer has access to a communication device
and can commit only to short-term contracts. In this paper, we do not allow the designer
to use a communication device, and the (coarse) revelation result we develop arises from
the credibility property of the mechanism. We discuss some implications of introducing
a communication device into multi-agent environments in Section 6.
Finally, our model is also related to the literature on renegotiation proofness in settings
with asymmetric information (see, for example, Tirole ,1986, La¤ont and Tirole, 1988,
Dewatripont and Maskin, 1990 and more recently Neeman and Pavlov, 2012). While there
are various de…nitions of renegotiation proofness, the idea is that after the agents have
played, there is no alternative mechanism that can improve on the realized outcome for
at least some of the types. Our model di¤ers in that the intermediary’s decision is …nal,
i.e. he does commit not to launch another round of communication. Thus, the outcome
maximizes social surplus only with respect to the intermediary’s limited knowledge. In
particular, the outcome need not be ex-post e¢ cient, even though utility is transferable.
6
Bester and Strausz (2001) show that the designer may optimally use a direct mechanism under which
truthful revelation is an optimal strategy for the agent, but unlike in the case of the conventional revelation
principle, the agent cannot use this strategy with probability one. This result extends to multi-agent
environments when only one agent is privately informed (see Evan and Reiche, 2008) but not to the case
in which several agents have private information, like the one in our model (see Bester and Strausz, 2000).
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2

The intermediation game and mechanism

We begin by de…ning intermediation as a three-player game between the buyer, the seller
and the intermediary. We then introduce the concept of intermediation mechanisms,
which are standard bilateral trade mechanisms à la Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983),
augmented by a credibility constraint that requires all outcomes to be interim-optimal
given the equilibrium beliefs. Finally, we provide an equivalence result.7

2.1

The intermediation game

Intermediation in the bilateral trade problem is represented by a game of three players: a
seller (agent s), a buyer (agent b) and an intermediary. The intermediary communicates
with the agents to decide on an outcome x = (p; t) where p 2 [0; 1] is the probability that
the object is transferred and t 2 R is the monetary transfer from the buyer to the seller
(which may be non-zero even if the object is not transferred). The value of the object to
agent i 2 fs; bg is vi and the agents are risk neutral. Thus, if the outcome (p; t) is chosen,
the seller’s payo¤ is p vs + t, and the buyer’s payo¤ is p vb t. Each agent has an
option to quit the game, in which case there is no trade or transfer. The intermediary’s
utility is the sum of the agents’ utilities, i.e., vb vs if the object is transferred to the
buyer and 0 otherwise.
For each agent i, the valuation vi is drawn independently from a distribution Fi over
Vi = [v i ; vi ] and is privately known to the agent. We assume that Fi admits a density fi
that is strictly positive, continuously di¤erentiable and bounded over the interval Vi . For
non-triviality, we assume that the intersection Vs \ Vb is non-empty.
The timing of the game is as follows:
Stage 1 The intermediary speci…es a set Mi of possible messages for each agent.8 Each
Mi must contain a message labeled "out".
Stage 2 The agents simultaneously choose messages mi 2 Mi (mixing is allowed). If one
of the messages is "out", then the game terminates without trade or payments.
Stage 3 The intermediary decides on the outcome x = (p; t), and payo¤s are realized.
7

The idea of characterizing the game’s outcomes using a mechanism design approach has precedents
in the literature. See, for instance, Myerson (1979) and Ausubel and Deneckere (1989).
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We refer to the part of the game starting at stage 2 as the reporting sub-game.
The solution concept is Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium (PBE). We impose the re…nement
that the equilibrium chosen in the reporting sub-game is the best for the intermediary,
i.e., the one that maximizes the expected social surplus.9 This re…nement rules out unreasonable equilibria in which the intermediary is "forced" to choose undesirable message
sets simply because the agents would otherwise coordinate on a bad equilibrium in the
reporting sub-game (for example the babbling equilibrium).
Note that agents are allowed to opt out after the intermediary announces the set of
messages,10 but not after he declares the …nal outcome, i.e., his decision is binding. We
discuss the case of non-binding recommendations in Section 6.

2.2

Intermediation mechanisms

A trade mechanism
consists of two sets of messages, Ms for the seller and Mb for
the buyer, an allocation rule p, and two transfer rules ts and tb . For each message pair
m = (ms ; mb ) 2 M
Ms Mb , the allocation rule p : M ! [0; 1] determines the
probability that the object is traded while the transfer rule ti : M ! R determines the
monetary transfer (positive or negative) to agent i 2 fb; sg. The mechanism is required
to satisfy ex-post budget balance:
tb (m) + ts (m) = 0

(BB)

for every m 2 M:
The utility of the seller of type vs when message pair m = (ms ; mb ) is reported is
us (vs ; m) = p (m) vs + ts (m) while the utility of the buyer of type vb is ub (vb ; m) =
p (m) vb + tb (m). The social surplus is W ((vs ; vb ) ; m) = (vb vs ) p (m).
A strategy for agent i is a measurable function i : Vi ! (Mi ) that maps each of
the agent’s types to a distribution over messages. A Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE)
is a pair of strategies = ( s ; b ) such that each is a best response to the other. For
9

This re…nement is equivalent to allowing the intermediary to recommend an equilibrium in stage 1,
along with the re…nement that the agents follow his recommendation.
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Allowing the agents to opt out also before message sets are chosen would not change the implemented
social choice function. One can verify that an equilibrium in our model can be transformed into an
equilibrium in a modi…ed game in which agents can opt out at stage 0. In this equilibrium, all types opt
in at stage 0 and then follow their original strategy. Conversly, an equilibrium in the modi…ed game can
be transformed into an equilibrium in our original game by simply adjusting the strategies of all types
who opt out at stage 0 (in the modi…ed game) so that they opt out at stage 2 (in the original game).
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convenience, we slightly abuse terminology by referring to , together with its equilibrium
, as a "trade mechanism". For simplicity, we assume that all the messages in Mi are
"on path", i.e., each message mi 2 Mi is in the support of i (vi ) for some vi 2 Vi .
This assumption does not change the set of implementable social choice functions (see
de…nition below and proof of Proposition 1).
Given the trade mechanism ( ; ), we denote the expected utility of agent i of type vi
who reports the message mi by ui (vi ; mi ) = Em i ui (vi ; mi ; m i ), where Em i is evaluated
according to the distribution over M i induced by agent i’s equilibrium strategy i . His
expected probability of trade is pi (mi ) = Em i p (mi ; m i ). We require trade mechanisms
to satisfy individual rationality:
ui (vi ; mi ) 0
(IR)
for every vi 2 Vi , and every mi in the support of i (vi ), and for each agent i.
For every message pair m = (ms ; mb ), the interim surplus induced by m is given
by WI (m) = Evs ;vb [vb vs jm] p (m), where Evi (vi jm) is the posterior mean type of
agent i given that he reports mi in equilibrium. The ex-ante surplus is given by WEA =
Em WI (m) where Em is evaluated according to the distribution over M induced by the
equilibrium strategies. In the case of a pure-strategy equilibrium, in which the agents do
not randomize, we have that WEA = Evs ;vb [(vb vs ) p ( s (vs ) ; b (vb ))].
We say that message mi is an opt-out message for agent i in the mechanism if
p (mi ; m i ) = t (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all m i 2 M i . That is, by sending an opt-out message
(if such a message exists), an agent can secure a payo¤ of zero.
A trade mechanism ( ; ) is said to be credible if the allocation and transfer rules
maximize the interim social surplus. As we show later, this captures the fact that in the
intermediation game the allocation and transfer are chosen only after the agents play,
i.e. that the intermediary cannot commit to the outcome. However, since in our quasilinear setup the interim surplus WI (m) does not depend on the transfers, the credibility
restriction involves only the allocation rule. Thus, a trade mechanism is credible if:
p (ms ; mb ) 2 arg max
Evs ;vb [vb
0
p 2[0;1]

vs jms ; mb ] p0

(CRED)

for every pro…le of messages (ms ; mb ) 2 M , unless either ms or mb is an opt-out message.
For a discussion of the necessity of the opt-out messages in our model and their relation
to credibility and individual rationality, see Section 6. An intermediation mechanism is a
credible trade mechanism. An optimal intermediation mechanism is one that maximizes
the ex-ante surplus over all intermediation mechanisms.
The designer is tasked with devising the optimal intermediation mechanism. His prob9

lem can be formulated as follows: Find a mechanism = hM; p; tb ; ts i and an equilibrium
( s ; b ) that maximize the ex-ante surplus WEA = Em Evs ;vb [vb vs jm] p (m), subject to
(BB), (IR) and (CRED).11

2.3

An equivalence result

Each equilibrium in the intermediation game, or in an intermediation mechanism, induces
a social choice function scf : V ! X from the set of types V = Vs Vb to the set of
distributions over outcomes X = [0; 1] R. We say that a social choice function scf is
implementable by the game (the reporting sub-game) if there exists an equilibrium in the
game (the reporting sub-game) such that for any type-pair v 2 V the probability distribution it induces over outcomes is scf (v). Similarly, we say that scf is implementable
by an intermediation mechanism if, for any type-pair v 2 V , the probability distribution
that its equilibrium induces over outcomes is scf (v).
The following proposition provides an equivalence result between intermediation games
and intermediation mechanisms:
Proposition 1. For any social choice function scf :
1. scf is implementable by the reporting sub-game starting with message set M if and
only if it is implementable by an intermediation mechanism with message set M .12
2. scf is implementable by the intermediation game if and only if it is implementable
by an optimal intermediation mechanism.
Intuitively, the equivalence in the …rst part of the proposition is a result of the credibility restriction on the mechanism, which binds the outcome to be the interim-surplus
maximizer and thus matches the decision of the (surplus-maximizing) intermediary in the
third stage of the game. The equivalence in the second part follows from the equilibrium
re…nement that selects the intermediary-optimal equilibrium in any sub-game.
11

While the domain of mechanisms over which the designer maximizes is very large –in fact, a proper
class in the terms of NBG set theory –the designer’s problem is well de…ned since maximization is well
de…ned over classes.
12

To be fully rigorous, since we exclude intermediation mechanisms with messages that are not sent on
the equilibrium path, a slight adaptation of the statement is needed if the game has such messages. In
this case, the mechanism’s message set is simply de…ned by excluding those messages from M .
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3

Partition-direct representation

In standard mechanism design, the revelation principle implies that it is without loss
of generality to restrict attention to direct-revelation mechanisms, in which each agent
truthfully reports his type. This is no longer the case for intermediation mechanisms: if
each agent truthfully reported his type then equilibrium beliefs would become degenerate
(with a single atom on the exact type of each agent), and credibility would then dictate
fully e¢ cient trade, which is infeasible. This result comes at no surprise in light of the
existing literature on mechanism design with limited commitment. In particular, Bester
and Strausz (2000) and Evans and Reiche (2008) highlight the particular di¢ culty in
restoring variants of the revelation principle in environments where more than one agent
has private information, which is the case here.
In this section, we develop a coarse version of the revelation principle that applies
to intermediation mechanisms. We show that it is without loss of generality to assume
that each agent’s message set forms a partition of his type space and that the equilibrium
is truthful: each agent reports the element of the partition to which his type belongs.
Moreover, each message is either an interval or a singleton. We refer to such a mechanism
as a partition-direct mechanism.
To clarify the scope of this contribution, note that the standard revelation principle
has two features. First, that without loss communication is one-shot; second, that each
agent’s message set can be his set of types and that agents report truthfully. Our model
assumes one round of communication at the outset. Thus, the contribution of our partial
revelation result lies only within the domain of the second aspect.

3.1

Monotonicity, minimality and pure strategies

Consider a trade mechanism ( ; ) where = hM; p; tb ; ts i. We say that ( ; ) is messagemonotone if, given two messages of agent i that induce di¤erent posterior mean types for
agent i, if one of them leads to a higher trade probability for some message of agent i,
then it must lead to a (weakly) higher trade probability for any message of agent i:
De…nition 1 (Message Monotonicity). ( ; ) is message-monotone if p (mi ; m i ) > p (m0i ; m i )
for some m i 2 M i implies p mi ; m0 i
p m0i ; m0 i for all m0 i 2 M i , for any
mi ; m0i 2 Mi such that Evi [vi jmi ] 6= Evi [vi jm0i ].
Message monotonicity is the key property that generates our coarse-revelation result
in Section 3.2 (see the discussion following Proposition 2 below). The credibility of intermediation mechanisms guarantees that they are message monotone. Intuitively, since
11

types are independent, agent i’s posterior mean type depends only on the message that
he sent. Thus, if two messages mi and m0i induce di¤erent posterior mean types, i.e.
Evi [vi jmi ] 6= Evi [vi jm0i ], then p (mi ; m i ) > p (m0i ; m i ) is consistent with credibility only
p m0i ; m0 i
if Evi [vi jmi ] > Evi [vi jm0i ]. But then credibility also implies that p mi ; m0 i
for all other m0 i . Formally:
Lemma 1. An intermediation mechanism is message monotone.
We say that two intermediation mechanisms are payo¤-equivalent if each type of each
agent obtains the same expected payo¤ under both. This also implies that the ex ante
social surplus is identical. We say that an intermediation mechanism is minimal if for
each agent i, there are no two messages that induce the same expected probability of
trade, i.e.:
pi (mi ) 6= pi (m0i ) for every two messages mi 6= m0i .
(MIN)
We then have:
Lemma 2. For any intermediation mechanism, there exists a payo¤-equivalent minimal
intermediation mechanism.
Thus, any level of ex ante social surplus that can be attained by an intermediation
mechanism can also be attained by a minimal one. Consequently, when seeking for the
optimal intermediation mechanism we can restrict attention to minimal intermediation
mechanisms. The key argument in the proof is that, due to message monotonicity, when
pi (mi ) = pi (m0i ) it must be that either Evi [vi jmi ] = Evi [vi jm0i ] or mi and m0i lead to the
same trade probabilities for every message of agent i, i.e. p (mi ; m i ) = p (m0i ; m i )
for every m i . We can therefore merge all the messages with the same pi and update
agent i’s strategy so that all types who sent any of these messages now send the merged
message. We show that credibility is satis…ed and adjust the transfer rules to support the
equilibrium. The expected payo¤ of each type of each agent remains unchanged.
The minimality of the intermediation mechanism guarantees that each agent’s messages can be identi…ed with the expected probabilities of trade that they induce. This,
along with the single-crossing property of the agents’preferences, leads to our next result:
Lemma 3. In a minimal intermediation mechanism, almost all types of each agent do not
randomize. Moreover, for any minimal intermediation mechanism there exists a payo¤equivalent minimal intermediation mechanism in which all types do not randomize.
Note that the result that agents use pure strategies in equilibrium is not obvious in
models of mechanism design with imperfect commitment. In fact, it is well known that
12

in some settings the opposite is true. For example, Bester and Strausz (2000) show that
in a contracting problem, when there are multiple agents and the designer cannot fully
commit to an allocation function, the optimal contract is sometimes achieved when the
set of messages is strictly greater than the set of types and some types randomize.

3.2

A coarse-revelation result

Since it is without loss of generality to assume that the agents play pure strategies,
we can now partition each agent’s set of types according to the messages they send in
equilibrium and rename each message to be the set of types that send it.13 Due to the
single-crossing property of the preferences, the set of types that send each message in
the original mechanism is convex. Therefore, each element mi 2 Mi in the modi…ed
mechanism (i.e. after messages are renamed) is either a singleton or an interval of types.
Clearly, it is a best response for each type of each agent to report "truthfully", that is, to
report the message to which it belongs. We can therefore restrict attention to mechanisms
in which messages are intervals (or singletons) that partition the type space of each agent
and agents report truthfully. We now state this observation formally.
Given message set Mi whose elements form a partition of Vi , we say that agent i’s
strategy is truthful if every type vi reports the message mi 2 Mi such that vi 2 mi . An
equilibrium that consists of truthful strategies is a truth-telling equilibrium.
De…nition 2 (Partition-Direct). An intermediation mechanism is partition-direct if: (i)
each agent’s message set is a partition of his type-space, (ii) for each agent, each message
is a set containing one type or an interval of types, and (iii) truth-telling is an equilibrium.
Proposition 2. For any intermediation mechanism, there exists a partition-direct intermediation mechanism that is payo¤-equivalent.
It is worthwhile to highlight the features of our model that drive this result, which is
not obvious in cheap-talk environments with more than one privately-informed agent. To
that end, consider …rst the single-agent models of Crawford and Sobel (1982) and Krishna
and Morgan (2008). In these models there is no loss of generality in assuming that di¤erent
sender messages induce di¤erent receiver actions in equilibrium. This is because messages
that induce the same action can simply be merged (with all the types that reported any of
those messages now reporting the merged one). Since di¤erent messages induce di¤erent
13

A message can always be identi…ed with the posterior belief it induces in equilibrium, but when
strategies are pure (that is, when types do not randomize) the supports of the beliefs induced by the
various messages are disjoint and therefore each message can be identi…ed with the support itself.
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actions, a standard argument using the single-crossing property of the agent’s preferences
guarantees that the equilibrium is essentially pure.
In our multiple agent setting things are more subtle. Here, the action of the intermediary (the receiver) depends on the reports of both the buyer and the seller (the senders).
However, each agent is only concerned with one aspect of the intermediary’s action –the
expected probability of trade given the agent’s report.14 It is thus possible, a priori, that
there are distinct messages that induce the same expected probability of trade, while for
the intermediary these messages are not the same as they involve di¤erent actions following di¤erent messages of the other agent. Thus, even though the messages are the same
from the agent’s perspective, it is not obvious that they can be merged (while maintaining
credibility).
The property of our model that allows us to merge the messages is message monotonicity (Lemma 1). It guarantees that if an agent has di¤erent messages with the same expected probability of trade, then it is either the case that for each of these messages the
intermediary has the same trading decision for any message of the other agent, or that
these messages are sent by two sets of types with the same mean. In both cases, the
messages can be merged without violating credibility (Lemma 2). The partial revelation
result then follows from the usual single-crossing arguments.

4

Towards optimal intermediation mechanisms

With the coarse revelation result from Section 3 in hand, we can now seek the optimal
intermediation mechanism within the class of partition-direct intermediation mechanisms.
Since equilibrium strategies of partition-direct mechanisms are fully de…ned by the message sets, from now on we simplify notation by omitting the explicit reference to the
equilibrium from the de…nition of an intermediation mechanism.

4.1

Credible minimality and the shape of trading rules

Given a partition-direct intermediation mechanism = hM; p; tb ; ts i, credibility implies
that the allocation rule p (ms ; mb ) maximizes the interim surplus for any pair of messages
(ms ; mb ) (unless either ms or mb is an opt-out message). Thus, if the buyer’s mean type in
mb is strictly larger than the seller’s mean type in ms , then p (ms ; mb ) = 1; if it is strictly
smaller, then p (ms ; mb ) = 0. However, credibility does not pin down the probability of
14

In fact, the agent is also concerned with his transfer, but in equilibrium messages with the same
expected probability of trade must have the same expected transfers.
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trade when the means of ms and mb are equal, because the interim surplus from trade is
zero and therefore any value of p (ms ; mb ) is consistent with interim-surplus maximization.
We now de…ne a stronger restriction –credible minimality –which requires that p be
zero when the interim surplus is zero. In other words, a credible-minimal allocation rule
p dictates the least possible trade subject to the credibility constraint:
De…nition 3 (Credible Minimality). An allocation rule p is credible-minimal with respect
to message set M if
p (ms ; mb ) =

(

1
0

if E [vb j vb 2 mb ] > E [vs j vs 2 ms ]
if E [vb j vb 2 mb ] E [vs j vs 2 ms ]

for every (ms ; mb ) 2 (Ms ; Mb ) except for (opt-out) messages mi satisfying p (mi ; m i ) = 0
for all m i .
Note that once the designer chooses the message set M , the credible-minimal allocation
rule p is pinned down by the expected types of the buyer and seller for each message pair.
The designer has only one degree of freedom, such that he can pick a message mi and
set p (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all m i , thus making it an opt-out message. Note, however, that
only the buyer’s lowest message, or the seller’s highest message, can serve as an opt-out
message. This is because incentive compatibility requires the expected probability of trade
to be monotone in an agent’s type.
In what follows, we show that the allocation rule in an optimal intermediation mechanism must be credible-minimal. Otherwise, the mechanism would allow for zero-surplus
trade that can be eliminated, thereby saving on information rents which can then be used
to add bene…cial trade while maintaining incentive-compatibility. While such a result is
immediate in standard mechanism design, it is challenging in the case of intermediation
mechanisms since adding bene…cial trade is not straightforward, as can be seen in the
intuition presented for Proposition 3 below. Thus, in order to show that non-bene…cial
trade can be eliminated we need to establish some additional results.
When the allocation rule is credible-minimal, the number of buyer and seller messages
in any interval in their type space is roughly the same:
Lemma 4. Suppose that the allocation rule p is credible-minimal with respect to message
set M . Let ki be the number of agent i0 s messages that are fully contained in some interval
V^ Vb \ Vs . If ki is …nite then ki + 3 k i ki 3.
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Figure 1: An allocation rule plotted in the agents’type space.

Corollary. If v is an accumulation point of agent i’s messages, then it is also is an
accumulation point of agent i0 s messages. If agent i’s types in some interval V^ are fully
separated, then so are agent i’s types in V^ .15
Figure (1) illustrates a credible-minimal allocation rule. The buyer types appear on the
horizontal axis. They are partitioned into messages Mb = fm1b ; m2b ; m3b ; m4b g [ [v; v 0 ] (i.e.,
four messages are intervals, and types within [v; v 0 ] are each a singleton message). The
seller types appear on the vertical axis (partitioned according to Ms = fm1s ; m2s ; m3s ; m4s g[
[v; v 0 ]). The diagonal is the equi-type line, i.e. the line along which the buyer and seller
types are identical. For any message pair, trade occurs whenever the expected type of
the buyer is higher than that of the seller (the gray area). Note that since intermediation mechanisms are minimal (see property (MIN) above), the trading rule is monotone,
namely as we move to a higher buyer message, trade occurs up to a strictly higher seller
message. Thus, when the messages are intervals, the trading area takes on a "step form".
The example in Figure (1) also has an interval (v; v 0 ) in which all the buyer and seller
types are fully separated. Note that whenever that is the case, trade is ex-post e¢ cient.

4.2

Ex-ante budget balance

An intermediation mechanism, according to our de…nition, is ex-post budget-balanced,
namely ts (ms ; mb ) + tb (ms ; mb ) = 0 for every m 2 M . As a step towards solving the
optimization problem, we relax this requirement and replace it with an ex-ante one. Thus,
15

We say that v 2 Vi is an accumulation point in Mi if in any neighborhood of v there are in…nitely
many messages. Types in an interval V^ are fully separated if each of them reveals himself, i.e., fvg 2 Mi
for any v 2 V^ .
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we will allow the designer to create a de…cit following some reports by the agents, but
require the expected de…cit to be zero. Intermediation mechanism is said to be ex-ante
budget-balanced if:
Ems ;mb [ts (ms ; mb ) + tb (ms ; mb )] = 0.
(1)
A well-known result in mechanism design (with full commitment) states that when
types are independent the notions of ex-post and ex-ante budget balance are equivalent
under interim IR and IC (see, e.g., Borgers and Norman, 2009). This equivalence holds
also in the case of intermediation mechanisms, but requires an adjustment in the proof:
Lemma 5. For any ex-ante budget-balanced partition-direct intermediation mechanism,
there exists a payo¤-equivalent ex-post budget-balanced partition-direct intermediation
mechanism with the same message sets and allocation rule.
The key intuition of this result is the same as in the case of standard mechanisms.
Since the agents are risk-neutral they are willing to insure the mechanism designer at
fair premiums. The designer can therefore …nd transfer rules tb ,ts that sum up to zero for
every possible pro…le of reports (see Borgers and Norman, 2009, for a detailed discussion).
Since the translation from one mechanism to the other does not a¤ect the message set or
the allocation rule, credibility (and minimal credibility) is maintained. A modi…cation of
the proof is required to ensure that an opt-out message in the former remains so in the
latter (i.e., if mi entails no transfers for agent i, then this remains the case in the new
intermediation mechanism).

4.3

Minimal budget and optimal intermediation mechanisms

Given message set M and a credible-minimal allocation rule p, let !s (vb ) denote the
supremum of seller types that trade with buyer type vb , and let !b (vs ) be the in…mum of
buyer types that trade with seller type vs :16
!s (vb ) = sup (vs : p (

s

(vs ) ;

b

(vb )) = 1)

!b (vs ) = inf (vb : p (

s

(vs ) ;

b

(vb )) = 1)

Using !s and !b we de…ne:
(p) =
(vb ;vs ) : p(

Z

(!s (vb )

!b (vs )) dF (vb ) F (vs )

(2)

s (vs ); b (vb ))=1

16

Note that !s ( ) and !b ( ) are equivalent to the transfer functions of a canonical trade mechanism,
as de…ned by Borgers (2015).
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Consider a standard mechanism design problem that involves implementing some
credible-minimal trading rule p. The minimal net expected payment to the agents, required to sustain incentive compatibility and individual rationality, is (p) (we show this
in the proof of the next proposition).17 Thus, a budget-balanced trading mechanism exists
if and only if (p) 0 –after all, if the designer ends up with some money ( < 0) he
can always give it to the agents as lump sums without a¤ecting their incentives. In the
case of intermediation mechanisms, lump sums might a¤ect the reluctant type’s decision
to opt out and therefore < 0 does not guarantee existence (see the remark following
Lemma 6). Thus, a weaker result holds:
Lemma 6. Suppose that the allocation rule p is credible-minimal with respect to M .
(i) If (p) = 0, then there are transfer rules tb ; ts : M ! R such that = hM; p; tb ; ts i is
an intermediation mechanism.
(ii) If (p) > 0, then there exists no tb ; ts : M ! R such that = hM; p; tb ; ts i is an
intermediation mechanism.
Remark. The lemma does not guarantee that an intermediation mechanism exists when
(p) < 0. To see this, consider the example depicted in Figure (2a) with type distributions
R
uniform over [0; 1]. Here,
(p) = vb 0:6;vs 0:4 (0:4 0:6) < 0. Note that the buyer’s
expected type is higher than the seller’s for message pairs (m1b ; m1s ) and (m2b ; m2s ). Thus,
the allocation rule can be credible only if m1b and m2s are opt-out messages, i.e., if transfers
are 0 following any message pair other than (m2b ; m1s ). But then incentive compatibility
dictates tb (m2b ; m1s ) = 0:6 and ts (m2b ; m1s ) = 0:4, contradicting budget balance.
We conclude this section with two key properties of the allocation rule in an optimal
intermediation mechanism:
Proposition 3. If = hM; p; tb ; ts i is an optimal intermediation mechanism, then:
(i) The allocation rule p is credible-minimal with respect to M .
(ii) (p) = 0.
Given an intermediation mechanism , the proof shows that if < 0, or if p allows
for trade when the interim surplus is zero, then we can generate a temporary slack in the
budget without a¤ecting the surplus. On the other hand, since is budget-balanced, there
must be type-pairs that do not trade even though trade would create a positive surplus.
This follows from Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983)’s impossibility theorem, according to
17

In fact this assertion is true for any allocation rule p (vb ; vs ) that takes values 0 or 1 and increases
(decreases) in the type of the buyer (seller).
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which a trade mechanism cannot achieve ex-post e¢ ciency (let alone an intermediation
mechanism that is bound also by the credibility constraint). Had the problem been a
standard mechanism design one, the designer could directly change the allocation rule
and add a small amount of bene…cial trade while using the budget slack to cover the
small amount of implied additional information rents.18 This would be a contradiction to
the optimality of the original mechanism. But, for an intermediation mechanism, trade
can be added only by modifying the agents’ message sets, while the allocation rule is
dictated by credibility. Moreover, when conducting this modi…cation one has to make
sure that the (small) change in messages does not result in large additions to the set of
trading type-pairs and thereby to a large increase in the implied information rents.
We thus show that there must exist a message pair, in the frontier of the trading
area, which is fully below the equi-type line –for example the message pair (mb ; ms ) that
corresponds to the rectangle A in Figure (2b). Then, to add bene…cial trade we slightly
decrease the lower bound of mb and increase the upper bound of ms . This modi…cation
increases the ex-ante surplus without a large increase in the information rent. To see why,
it is convenient to conduct the modi…cation in two steps. In the …rst, the message bounds
are changed but the allocation rule p (m) is held …xed (perhaps violating credibility). As
can be seen in the …gure, this small modi…cation only adds bene…cial trade in the hatched
area so that the ex-ante surplus and the implied information rents slightly increase. In
the second step, the allocation rule is re-adjusted to satisfy credibility. By de…nition,
this can only further increase the surplus. Moreover, the implied information rents do
not increase. This is because, for any message pair, the change in the bounds of mb and
18

The only constraint would be to maintain the monotonicity of the expected trade probabilities.
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ms can only reduce the interim surplus from trade,19 and thus the re-adjustment of the
allocation rule can only eliminate (non-bene…cial) trade.20

5

The optimal intermediation mechanism

In this section, we apply the tools developed in the previous sections in order to prove
the existence of an optimal intermediation mechanism and the …niteness of its message
sets. We study the bounds on the surplus that intermediaries can achieve. We show
that (under mild conditions) the intermediary is strictly less e¢ cient than a mechanism
with full commitment power, but does at least as well as a posted-price mechanism.
For the case of uniform prior distributions, we solve for the optimal mechanism and
show that imperfect commitment is extremely harmful, as the intermediary cannot do
better than the optimal posted price. We conclude with an example showing that when
the intermediary’s resource constraint is relaxed (i.e. subsidizing trade is allowed) the
consequences of limited commitment are less severe, and he can implement an outcome
that is closer to that of the full-commitment case.

5.1

Existence and …niteness of the optimal mechanism

Since the type space in our model is continuous, one might have thought that the intermediary could bene…t by separating the agents’types very …nely. Indeed, it is possible to
construct an intermediation mechanism with in…nitely many messages and in that respect
our setting di¤ers from other limited commitment environments such as Crawford and Sobel (1982) in which every equilibrium is …nite. However, separating the agents’types in
some interval too …nely implies an allocation rule that closely follows the equi-type line,
thus allowing trade that generates very little surplus, not justifying the information rents
that it necessitates. The next proposition thus asserts that the optimal intermediation
mechanism never partitions the type spaces too …nely:
Proposition 4. For any type distribution F = fFs ; Fb g an optimal intermediation mechanism exists. Moreover, there exists KF , such that in any optimal intermediation mechanism, each message set consists of fewer than KF elements.
19
To see why, denote the message below mb by mb . The decrease of the lower bound of mb moves
the higher types of mb into mb , thereby decreasing the mean type in both messages. A similar type of
argument works for the seller.
20

The proof handles the case in which large slacks in budget are generated by the modi…cation, to
guarantee that the resulting mechanism is an intermediation mechanism.
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The proof strategy is the following. We divide each agent’s type space into many
identical intervals (whose size depends solely on the distributions). We show that, given
any intermediation mechanism, if an agent has more than some …xed number of messages
in a small interval, then there exists an intermediation mechanism with fewer messages
that generates a higher surplus. This, together with a simple compactness argument,
proves the existence of an optimal intermediation mechanism and that the number of
messages of each agent is below some …nite KF .
To see the intuition why an agent cannot have many messages in some small interval,
assume to the contrary that he does. By Lemma 4, the other agent also has many
messages in the same small interval. Thus, there is a small box in the type space (the
product of the two intervals) in which the di¤erences in the agents’valuations are small
while some type-pairs trade (see the proof of Lemma 4). While such trade creates only a
negligible expected surplus, it requires the payment of signi…cant information rents. At
the same time, and since the mechanism is budget-balanced, there are type-pairs that
do not trade even though trade would create a relatively large surplus (i.e. vb vs is
relatively large). The idea is to modify the mechanism in a way that shifts trade from
low to high surplus-to-rent-ratio type-pairs, reduces the number of messages and keeps
the budget balanced. This modi…cation, which is straightforward in standard mechanism
design, needs to be carefully implemented in the case of intermediation mechanisms since
the modi…ed mechanism has to satisfy credibility.
To reduce low surplus-to-rent trade in the small box, we merge messages. To illustrate,
consider the simple case depicted in Figure (3a), in which the agents’ types within the
(very small) box [v; v 0 ] [v; v 0 ] are fully separated (that is, each agent has a continuum
of singleton messages). If the type-distributions are uniform, we merge all the (singleton)
21

messages in [v; v 0 ] into one message for each agent, i.e. mb = ms = [v; v 0 ]. Since the
mean types in mb and ms are equal, we credibly set p (ms ; mb ) to 0, thereby eliminating
trade (see Figure 3b). With non-uniform distributions the mean types are not exactly
equal. However, the fact that the box is very small guarantees that the conditional
type distributions are very close to uniform. Thus, a slight modi…cation of the above
construction allows us to eliminate most of the trade in the box in a credible way. This
procedure for reducing trade, which is relatively simple when there is a continuum of
messages, requires a more subtle argument when there is a countably in…nite number of
messages (see the proof).
The procedure for adding trade while maintaining credibility resembles the one described in the intuition of the proof of Proposition 3 above and illustrated in Figure (2b).
Extra care is taken to identify type-pairs whose surplus-to-rent ratios exceeds some lower
bound that depends only on the type distributions.

5.2

Infeasibility of the second-best outcome: an upper bound

It is obvious that the social surplus attained by the optimal intermediation mechanism
is bounded from above by that of the optimal (full-commitment) mechanism. But is this
bound achievable? The next result, which is a direct implication of Proposition 4, asserts
that for regular distributions the answer is negative, i.e. an intermediation mechanism
does strictly worse than a full-commitment one.
Corollary (Upper Bound). Suppose that Fs and Fb are regular.21 Then, the ex-ante social
surplus attained by the intermediary is strictly smaller than that attained by the optimal
trade mechanism.
The proof follows immediately from Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983)’s characterization of the (second-best) optimal mechanism. They show that, with regular type distributions, the boundary between the type pairs that trade and those that don’t is strictly
increasing.22 But since implementing this allocation rule requires full separation of the
agents’types (at least in some intervals), it cannot be achieved with …nite message sets.
Note also that since an optimal intermediation mechanism exists, it is not the case that a
sequence of intermediation mechanisms can arbitrarily approach the surplus attained by
the optimal trade mechanism.
21

Fs and Fb are regular if the virtual valuation of the buyer, vb (1 Fb (vb )) =fb (vb ), is increasing in
vb , and the virtual valuation of the seller, vs + Fs (vs ) =fs (vs ), is increasing in vs .
22

The boundary is the solution to (vs + (Fs (vs ) =fs (vs ))) (vb
> 0 is the lowest value for which budget balance is satis…ed.
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((1

Fb (vb )) =fb (vb ))) = 0, where

5.3

Feasibility of the optimal posted price: a lower bound

Fix any price x 2 Vs \ Vb . We say that the intermediation mechanism ( ; ) implements
the posted price x if, in equilibrium, the agents trade whenever the seller’s type is below
x and the buyer’s type is above x, and the price that the buyer pays the seller in the case
of trade is x. We then have that:
Proposition 5. For any price x 2 Vs \ Vb , there is an intermediation mechanism that
implements the posted price x.
The proof is immediate and goes by construction. Consider the message sets Ms and
Mb where Mi partitions agent i’s type space into two messages: Mi = f[v i ; x] ; [x; vi ]g. The
allocation rule p (m) imposes trade whenever the seller reports [v s ; x] and the buyer reports
[x; vb ]. The transfer rules are ts (m) = tb (m) = x if there is trade and 0 otherwise. Thus,
[x; vs ] and [v b ; x] are opt-out messages, implying that p satis…es credibility.
Rx Rv
A posted price x is said to be optimal if x maximizes v x b (vb vs ) dFb (vb ) dFs (vs )
s
among all x 2 Vs \ Vb . We thus have:
Corollary (Lower bound). The ex-ante social surplus attained by the intermediary is
weakly larger than that attained by the optimal posted price.

5.4

The case of uniform distributions

We now characterize the optimal intermediation mechanism for the case of uniform distributions. Although the analysis of the uniform case relies on speci…c calculations, it
is insightful as it gives a vivid illustration for the forces at work in the general case. In
particular, it illustrates the challenge in constructing an intermediation mechanism, which
arises from the need to satisfy credibility and budget balance at the same time.
With uniform distributions, the intermediary can do no better than the lower bound
of a posted-price mechanism:23

23

Note that intermediation mechanisms with more than two messages exist also with uniform type
distributions, but they are not optimal. The following is an example of such an intermediation
mechanism: The buyer’s types are uniformly distributed over [0; 1] and the seller’s over [0:44; 1:44].
Message sets are Mb = m1b ; m2b ; m3b = f[0; 0:9] ; [0:9; 1 "] ; [1 "; 1]g and Ms = m1s ; m2s ; m3s =
f[0:44; 0:44 + "] ; [0:44 + "; 0:54] ; [0:54; 1:44]g. The allocation rule is p mkb ; mls = 1 if k
l and p = 0
otherwise. One can verify that it is credible for " 0:02. As " decreases from 0:02 to 0, (p) decreases
from positive to negative; at " = 0:00367 we have (p) = 0 hence this is an intermediation mechanism
(and is clearly dominated by the posted price of 0:72).
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Proposition 6. If the type distributions are uniform, then, the intermediary implements
the optimal posted price x , where

x =

8
>
<
>
:

vb
v s +vb
2

vs

v +v

b
s
if
< vb
2
v s +vb
if v b
vs
2
v s +vb
if
vs < 2

Moreover, if the distributions are close to uniform, then the intermediary implements
an outcome that is close to that of the optimal posted price x .24
We sketch the intuition of the core argument using an example in which the (uniform)
type distributions have identical supports. Assume to the contrary that the intermediary
can do better than the optimal posted price. Then, it must be that the message set of at
least one agent contains more than two intervals. Consider then the three representative
examples depicted in Figure 4.25 We will show that there is no ex-ante budget-balanced
intermediation mechanism with an allocation rule that corresponds to them. In what
follows, the term extreme vertex will refer to an outer corner of the frontier of trade,
marked by small black dots in Figure 4.
Consider …rst the case in which M and p are such that all the extreme vertices are on or
above the equi-type line, as depicted in Figure 4(a). In this case, the sign of !s (vb ) !b (vs )
24

Formally, for any > 0 there exists " > 0 such that, if the maximal pointwise di¤erence between the
probability density fi and that of the uniform distribution is less then " for both i 2 fb; sg, then, in the
] are pooled into the same message mL
optimal intermediation mechanism, all types [v i + ; x
i and
all the types [x + ; vi
] are pooled into the same message mH
i , and the trading rule p assigns trade
L
L
L
H
H
H
for message pair mH
and mL
b ; ms and no trade for mb ; ms ; mb ; ms
b ; ms .
25

There is an additional case not represented in these examples which requires the distributions to have
non-identical supports. We discuss this case separately in the proof.
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is positive for every type pair (vb ; vs ) that trades. Therefore, (p) > 0 and, by Lemma 6,
M and p cannot be part of a (budget-balanced) intermediation mechanism.
Next, consider the case in which there are two consecutive extreme vertices below the
equi-type line, as depicted in Figure 4(b).26 In this case, the fact that p (m2s ; m1b ) = 0 is
inconsistent with credibility. This is because, since the types are uniformly distributed,
the mean buyer type in m1b is strictly larger than the mean seller type in m2s .
Finally, consider the case in which there is an extreme vertex above the equi-type line
followed by an extreme vertex below it, as depicted in Figure 4(c). Note that the value
of !s (vb ) !b (vs ) (which is constant within any rectangle with trade) is negative in A
and positive for all other rectangles with trade. Denote by DA (resp. DB ) the probability
mass of rectangle A (resp. B) multiplied by the value of !s (vb ) !b (vs ) in it. We will
show that DA + DB > 0 and therefore (p) > 0.
To see this, note that DA = (b= (vs v s )) (a= (vb v b )) ( c) whereas DB = d
(e= (vs v s )) (a= (vb v b )), where a; b; c; d and e are the lengths of the segments as
marked in Figure 4(c). By credibility, the fact that there is no trade when the agents
report (m2s ; m1b ) implies that the rectangle Z has more mass above the equi-type line than
below it, and therefore it must be that f
c and d b + c > b. Since e > f , it follows
that DB = d (e= (vs v s )) (a= (vb v b )) > c (b= (vs v s )) (a= (vb v b )) = DA .
The above argument is generalized in the proof. In particular, we also show that, while
with non-identical supports intermediation mechanisms other than posted price may exist,
they are dominated by the optimal posted-price one.
The second part of the proposition implies that the optimality of the posted price under uniform distributions is not a knife-edge result. Intuitively, the credibility and budget
balance conditions are governed by weak inequalities, over functions that are continuous
in the distribution and in the coordinates of the extreme vertices of the mechanism (which
determine the bounds of the agents’messages). Thus, given a sequence of distributions
that converge to the uniform, and a corresponding convergent sequence of optimal intermediation mechanisms (a mechanism for each distribution), the limit mechanism is an
intermediation mechanism under the uniform distribution. Moreover, the surplus of this
limit mechanism is the limit of the surpluses along the sequence (because the ex-ante surplus is also continuous in the same variables) and it is equal to the surplus of the optimal
posted price under the uniform distribution.27 Finally, since the posted price mechanism
26

The same argument applies if one of the vertices is on the equi-type line and the other is strictly
below it.
27

It cannot be higher because, by the …rst part of the proposition, the surplus of the (optimal) posted
price is the highest attainable surplus under the uniform distribution. It cannot be lower because, by
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is the unique optimal intermediation mechanism under the uniform distribution (as implied by the proof of the …rst part of the proposition), then the limit mechanism is the
optimal posted price mechanism.
We conclude this section with the observation that it is not the general case that
the intermediary cannot do better than a posted price. This is shown in the following
example:
Example (Distributions for which intermediation outperforms the posted price)
Suppose that the buyer and seller types are distributed on [0:4; 1] and [0; 0:6], respec94
t
and
tively, according to the distribution functions Fb (x) = 20t3
42t2 + 439
15
15
t. One can verify that the optimal posted price in this enviFs (x) = 20t3 18t2 + 79
15
ronment is 0:4 or 0:6. Now consider an intermediation mechanism with messages [0:4; 0:7]
and [0:7; 1] for the buyer and messages [0; 0:3] and [0:3; 0:6] for the seller. When the
buyer reports [0:4; 0:7] and the seller reports [0; 0:3], they trade at price 0:4; when they
report [0:7; 1] and [0; 0:3], they trade at price 0:5; and when they report [0:7; 1] and
[0:3; 0:6], they trade at price 0:6. For the reports [0:4; 0:7] and [0:3; 0:6], there is no
trade or transfer. It is easy to verify that the mechanism satis…es individual rationality and incentive compatibility (note that each agent sends each of his two messages
with equal probability, as Fb (0:7) Fb (0:4) = 0:5 and Fs (0:3) Fs (0) = 0:5). Credibility is satis…ed because the buyer’s type is always higher than the seller’s for any
message pair that trades. When there is no trade, the seller has a higher mean type:
E[vb jvb 2 [0:4; 0:7]] = 0:469 < 0:531 = E[vs jvs 2 [0:3; 0:6]]. This intermediation mechanism generates a surplus of
0:42 as compared to
0:32 for the optimal posted-price
mechanism, which is therefore is not optimal.

5.5

Subsidizing intermediaries

In this section we expand the model to allow for an external subsidy. We compare (by
means of an example) the bene…t of the subsidy for intermediaries vs. for full-commitment
mechanisms. While the subsidy obviously increases the achievable surplus for both, the
e¤ect on the former is stronger. This is because the subsidy reduces the volume of bene…cial trade that must be denied, allowing the intermediary to employ a …ner language
and thereby to better approach the (full-commitment) second-best allocation.
Proposition 5, every mechanism along the sequence is at least as good as the optimal posted price under
the corresponding distribution, and the surpluses of the optimal posted prices converge to the surplus of
the optimal posted price under the uniform distribution.
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Figure 5: Bilateral trade with uniform distributions and a subsidy.

Assume that both agents’types are distributed uniformly over [0; 1]. Consider …rst the
case of no subsidy, which is illustrated in Figure 5(a). The dashed line corresponds to the
boundary of trade in the optimal full-commitment mechanism, in which trade takes place
whenever the buyer’s valuation is higher than the seller’s by more than 0:25. The optimal
intermediation mechanism implements the posted price 21 so that trade takes place in the
grey area. Calculations shows that the intermediation mechanism achieves 89% of the
surplus generated by the full-commitment mechanism.28
1
Now consider the case in which there is an external (expected) subsidy of 27
, which
corresponds to Figure 5(b). With full commitment, trade takes place whenever the valuation di¤er by more than 0:17 (the dashed line).29 It is not di¢ cult to verify that there
exists an intermediation mechanism with a three-message language – …ner than that of
the no subsidy case (although note that this is not the optimal intermediation mechanism
but rather just a feasible one).30 The intermediation mechanism now achieves 96% of the
surplus generated by the full-commitment mechanism.
28

The expected social surplus for the intermediation mechanism is
R 1 R v 0:25
9
(vb vs ) dvs dvb = 64
for the conventional mechanism is 0:25 0 b

R 1 R 0:5
0:5 0

(vb

vs ) dvs dvb =

1
8

and

29

From the equation in footnote (22), we know that trade takes place whenever vb
vs >
R 1 R vb
R 1 R vb
1
for some
2 (0; 1). We then solve
(vb vs ) dvs dvb + 27 =
(x
) dx dvb +
0
R1
R1
(1
x) dx dvs , where the left-hand side corresponds to the expected social surplus plus
0
vs
the subsidy and the right-hand side equals the expected information rents that are required to maintain
incentive-compatibility. The solution is = ~0:17.
30

Transfers from the buyer to the seller that support the allocation rule depicted in Figure 5(b) such
that the agents report truthfully are 59 in rectangle A, 49 in rectangle B and 39 in rectangle C. In addition,
if there is trade, then the seller gets an additional amount of 19 from the designer (which means that in
1
expectation the designer subsidizes trade by 27
).

27

Surplus ( 100)
Subsidy

Surplus gain due to Ratio of surplus
subsidy ( 100)
gain to subsidy

Intermed. Mech. Ratio Intermed.

Mech.

Intermed.

Mech.

0

12.5

14.06

89%

1
27

14.81

15.39

96%

2.31

1.33

62%

36%

1
6

16.67

16.67

100%

4.17

2.6

25%

16%

Table 1: Subsidizing trade for intermediaries and mechanisms.

Finally, consider a subsidy of 16 , which is su¢ ciently large that both the full-commitment
mechanism and the intermediation mechanism can attain the …rst-best e¢ cient outcome
(Figure 5c). In this case, the ratio between the surpluses generated by the mechanisms is
exactly 1.
Table 1 summarizes the surplus calculations for the three cases and compares the
surplus gain due to a trade subsidy in an intermediation mechanism vs. a full-commitment
1
mechanism. It shows that subsidizing an intermediary in more e¤ective. A subsidy of 27
increases the surplus of the optimal mechanism by 1:33 10 2 (surplus gain to subsidy
ratio of 36%) and that of the intermediation mechanism increases by 2:31 10 2 (ratio of
62%). A subsidy of 61 increases the surplus of the optimal mechanism by 2:6 10 2 (surplus
gain to subsidy ratio of 16%) and that of the intermediation mechanism by 4:17 10 2
(ratio of 25%). This implies that if the subsidy has a social cost (such as a deadweight
loss due to taxation), then there is a range in which subsidizing an intermediary is cost
e¤ective while subsidizing a conventional mechanism is not.

6

Concluding remarks

Binding vs. non-binding intermediary decisions
In our model, the intermediary’s choice of outcome is binding. Alternatively, one could
consider a non-binding model in which each agent can reject the intermediary’s decision
and force the default outcome of no trade and payments.31 While the analysis of that
model is di¤erent, the main insights carry over.
As in our model, if the intermediary knows (given the reported messages) that the
31

In a di¤erent setting, Green and La¤ont (1987) study the notion of posterior implementability, which
requires that each agent be content with the message he chose after learning the other agent’s choice. In
contrast, in the non-binding variation of our model, having observed each other’s messages, the agents
can only change their action to opt-out, and, moreover, in equilibrium some types actually do so.
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buyer’s type is higher than the seller’s, he recommends trade (and sets a price that satis…es
both agents). Trade then occurs with probability 1. Likewise, if he knows that the buyer’s
type is lower, then there is no trade. The di¤erence between binding and non-binding cases
is when the messages sent by the agents have a non-empty intersection. Then, instead
of making a binding decision whether or not there will be trade, the intermediary only
recommends trade at some price, knowing that types unsatis…ed with that price will reject
it. He thus picks the optimal posted price given his posterior beliefs, and trade occurs
accordingly.
Thus, the main tension of our model remains: if the intermediary partitions the type
spaces too …nely, then trade occurs for type-pairs for which the buyer values the object
only slightly more than the seller, thus violating the budget constraint. In particular, our
result that the (full-commitment) second-best e¢ cient outcome is infeasible continues to
hold.
Voluntary participation and credibility
In many "real world" institution-design problems, agents have the option to opt out
and secure a default payo¤. It is a useful practice in mechanism design to convert this
voluntary participation property into an equivalent individual rationality constraint, i.e.,
restricting the set of permissible mechanisms to those in which, in equilibrium, the expected payo¤ to each type is at least the default. We also follow this practice when we
transform the intermediation game into an intermediation mechanism in Section 2.
In our limited-commitment environment there is an additional "real world" feature
– the intermediary is a player who decides the outcome only after the buyer and seller
pick their messages. Our approach is to convert this game into a standard mechanism
design problem by imposing the credibility constraint, thus further restricting the set of
permissible mechanisms to those satisfying interim optimality.
However, imposing the two restrictions together requires some caution. In our case
doing so requires weakening the credibility constraint so that opt-out messages are exempt
from it. To see why, consider the following example in which the buyer and seller types
are uniformly distributed over [0:4; 1] and [0; 0:6], respectively. In the intermediation
game, there is an equilibrium that implements a posted price of 0:5. In this equilibrium
the intermediary allows each agent only one message in addition to his opt-out one, and
if both agents opt in he sets a price of 0:5. All buyer types below 0:5 and all seller
types above 0:5 then opt out; the other types opt in and accept the price of 0:5. Consider
now the corresponding partition-direct intermediation mechanism, with messages [0:4; 0:5]
and [0:5; 1] for the buyer and [0; 0:5] and [0:5; 0:6] for the seller. If the buyer chooses the
message [0:4; 0:5] and seller chooses the message [0; 0:5], then trade is bene…cial on average.
29

A naive credibility constraint would require trade in this case, whereas in the game the
fact that types [0:4; 0:5] of the buyer opted out dictated no trade. Instead, our de…nition
of credibility exempts opt out messages from interim optimality. The designer can then
credibly set no trade and transfers for the buyer message [0:4; 0:5] (whatever the seller
message is), as this de…nes it to be an opt-out message. Consequently, the intermediation
mechanism replicates the outcome of the game. Thus, even though the credibility and
individual rationality constraints are applied "at the same time", the order of moves in
the game is respected.
Communication devices
The literature on limited commitment mechanism design with a single informed agent has
highlighted the potential bene…t of using a communication device that can add noise to the
agent’s reports (see, for example, Bester and Strausz, 2007 and Doval and Skreta, 2020).
This insight carries over to our multi-agent framework: allowing the intermediary to
commit ex-ante to employ a hard-wired communication device, that garbles the message of
each agent, can improve the outcome. However, in the multi-agent setup, communication
devices are, in fact, even more powerful. Since the communication device receives the
messages of both agents (after all, if a communication device exists it is natural to assume
that the same device can communicate with both agents), it can be used to generate
signals that induce beliefs that are not independent across agents’ types. For example,
in the uniform [0; 1] [0; 1] case analyzed above, the intermediary can implement the
second-best outcome using a communication device that "mimics" the double auction
(see Chatterjee and Samuelson, 1983) and recommends either no trade (with no further
information) or trade (together with the appropriate price). It is then an equilibrium for
the agents to follow their double-auction strategy and for the intermediary to follow the
recommendation. However, that the second-best outcome is attainable is not a general
result, and therefore the role of communication devices with multiple informed agents
remains an open research question.
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Appendix A: Proofs for sections 2, 3 and 4
Proof of Proposition 1
Part I: Suppose that some social choice function scf is implementable in the reporting
sub-game that starts with the message set M . Denote the agents’equilibrium strategies
(in stage 2) by 0 = ( s0 ; b0 ) and the intermediary’s strategy (in stage 3) by (p0 ; t0 ), where
p0 and t0 are functions that map each pair of reports to an outcome. We then have that:
(i) (p0 ; t0 ) is optimal given 0 and
(ii) i0 is optimal given 0 i and (p0 ; t0 ) for each agent i.
Assume …rst that all the messages in M = (Mb ; Ms ) are on-path, i.e., each message
mi 2 Mi is in the support of i (vi ) for some vi 2 Vi . Consider the trade mechanism
( ; 0 ) where
= hM; p; tb ; ts i satis…es p (m) = p0 (m) and tb (m) = ts (m) = t0 (m)
whenever (p0 ; t0 ) are de…ned (that is, if neither ms nor mb in the report m = (ms ; mb )
is the message labeled "out"), and p (m) = tb (m) = ts (m) = 0 otherwise. Note that
0
is an equilibrium of the trade mechanism by (ii) above. Note also that satis…es
credibility, since by (i) above we have that for any m = (m1 ; m2 ), unless either m1 or
m2 is an opt-out message (implying p (m) = tb (m) = ts (m) = 0), the allocation decision
p (m) maximizes WI (m) = Evs ;vb [vb vs jm] p^ (m) over all functions p^ (m), where the
expectations are computed according to 0 . Thus, is an intermediation mechanism that
implements scf . If the message sets (Mb ; Ms ) of the game do contain messages that no
type send in equilibrium, then in the construction of the intermediation mechanism we
simply omit them and the argument remains intact.
Conversely, suppose that scf is implemented by an intermediation mechanism (hM; p; tb ; ts i ; 0 ).
Label every opt-out message in the mechanism as "out". Then, having the agents play
0
0
1 ; 2 in stage 2 and the intermediary play (p; ts ) in stage 3 is an equilibrium of the subgame that starts with M : For any m the intermediary’s strategy is optimal since satis…es
credibility and 10 ; 20 constitute an equilibrium in stage 2. Thus, scf is implemented by
the reporting sub-game.
Part II: By part I, the set of social choice functions implementable by all intermediation
mechanisms is the same as the set of social choice functions implementable by all possible reporting sub-games. Note that: (1) the optimal intermediation mechanism solves
max(hM;p;ti; ) WEA , where (hM; p; t; ti ; ) is any intermediation mechanism; and (2) by
the re…nement that the intermediary-optimal equilibrium is played in any sub-game, the
outcome of the entire game is the one that solves maxM max( ;p;t)M WEA , where ( ; p; t)M
is any equilibrium in the reporting sub-game starting with M . Clearly, both the direct
maximization and the two-step maximization yield the same scf .
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Proof of Lemma 1
Suppose that ( ; ) is an intermediation mechanism where
= hM; p; tb ; ts i. Suppose further that ms ; m0s 2 Ms are two of the seller’s messages such that Evs [vs jms ] 6=
Evs [vs jm0s ] and p (ms ; mb ) > p (m0s ; mb ) for some mb 2 Mb . If m0s is an opt-out message, then p (m0s ; m0b ) = 0 for all m0b 2 Mb and the proof is complete. Otherwise,
credibility implies that Evs ;vb [(vb vs ) j (ms ; mb )] > Evs ;vb [(vb vs ) j (m0s ; mb )] and since
types are independent then Evs [vs jms ] < Evs [vs jm0s ]. Thus, Evs ;vb [(vb vs ) j (ms ; m0b )] >
Evs ;vb [(vb vs ) j (m0s ; m0b )] for any m0b 6= mb implying p (ms ; m0b ) p (m0s ; m0b ). The proof
for the buyer’s side is similar.

Proof of Lemma 2
Suppose that ( ; ) is a non-minimal intermediation mechanism, where = hM; p; tb ; ts i.
Split the messages of each agent i into equivalence classes, such that all the messages in
~ i Mi have the same expected probability of trade p~ (that
the same equivalence class M
~ i ). Non-minimality of ( ; ) implies that (at least)
is, pi (mi ) = p~ 2 [0; 1] for all mi 2 M
one such equivalence class has more than one message.
We now construct a new intermediation mechanism ( ^ ; ^ ) in which all the messages in
each equivalence class with more than one message are merged, and all types of both agents
expect the same payo¤ in both mechanisms. The resulting mechanism is then a minimal
one. To avoid confusion in evaluating conditional expectations, we add a superscript
to the expected value operator to indicate the equilibrium ( or ^ ) according to which
expectations are evaluated (e.g. Evi [vi jmi ] is the mean type of agent i, conditional on
message mi being sent by agent i in the equilibrium ).
~ i contains more than one message. Suppose
Suppose that the equivalence class M
~ is sent by at least one type of agent i in equilibrium (that
further that each message in M
~ i ), since otherwise we just drop
is, fvi j mi 2 supp [ i (vi )]g is non-empty for all mi 2 M
the messages that are not sent by any type. We begin by making two useful observations:
~ i or, for any
1. Either agent i’s mean type is the same for all messages mi 2 M
~.
m i 2 M i , the probability of trade p (mi ; m i ) is the same for all mi 2 M
~ i with di¤erent agent i mean
(This is because if there are two messages m0i ; m00i 2 M
types, and since pi (m0i ) = pi (m00i ), then p (m0i ; m i ) = p (m00i ; m i )
q (m i ) for
all m i by message-monotonicity of . But then message monotonicity also implies
p (mi ; m i ) = q (m i ) for all m i for any mi with a mean type di¤erent than that
of m0i or m00i , i.e. for all mi .)
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2. Denote by ti (mi ) = Em i t (mi ; m i ) the expected monetary transfer to agent i when
~ i are being used in equilibrium,
he sends the message mi . Since all messages mi 2 M
~ i , then it must be the case that ti (mi ) = t~ for
and since pi (mi ) = p~ for all mi 2 M
~ i for some t~ 2 R.
all mi 2 M
D
E
^ ; p^; t^b ; t^s , which is
Consider a new mechanism, denoted as ( ^ ; ^ ), where ^ = M
identical to ( ; ) (the "original mechanism") with the following modi…cations that are
~ i with more than one message:
performed for each equivalence class M
~ i in the original mechanism are replaced by a single message m
(i) All the messages in M
^i
in the new one.
(ii) When agent i sends the message m
^ i in the new mechanism ^ , the monetary transfers
to the agents and the probability of trade are set to be equal to their expected values
~ i being sent in the original mechanism:
conditional on messages in M
p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) = Emi 2M~ i p (mi ; m i )

t^j (m
^ j ; m j ) = Emi 2M~ i tj (mj ; m j ) ;

j = b; s

for all m i 2 M i , where Em 2M~ is evaluated according to the conditional distribution
i
i
~ i in the original equilibrium .
over M
~ i under i in the original mechanism send m
(iii) All types who sent a message in M
^ i under
^i in the new mechanism.
Given that agent i plays according to ^i in the new mechanism, it is a best response
for agent i to play according to ^ i (which is identical to
i ). This is because the
monetary transfer and the probability of trade that agent i expects following every
message m i 2 M i are by construction the same in both mechanisms. Similarly, given
that agent i plays according to ^ i , it is a best response for agent i to play according
to ^i . This is because, if message m
^ i was merged from messages in an equivalence class
~ i for which the expected probability of trade is p~, then p^ (m
^ i ) = t~.
^ i ) = p~ and t^(m
M
Thus, the expected probability of trade and expected payment are the same for any
~ i that agent i sends in and the merged message m
message mi 2 M
^ i he sends in ^ .
Therefore, ^ = (^1 ; ^2 ) is an equilibrium in ^ . Since each type of each agent expects the
same probability of trade and the same monetary transfer in the new and the original
( ^ ;^ )
( ; )
equilibria, then ( ; ) and ( ^ ; ^ ) are payo¤-equivalent: u
(vi ; mi ) = u
(vi ; m
^ i ) for
i

every vi 2 Vi , mi 2 supp[

i

i

(vi )], m
^ i 2 supp [^i (vi )] and agent i.

Finally, it remains to verify that the new mechanism is credible. Note …rst that
^b M
^ s , in which neither m
for message pairs (m
^ b; m
^ s) 2 M
^ b nor m
^ s is a merged message,
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the expected gains from trade (conditional on (m
^ b; m
^ s ) being reported) and the allocation
decision are identical in the original and the new mechanisms. Next, …x a message m
^ i that
~ i in which all messages have the same expected
was merged from an equivalence class M
trade probability p~. We will show that p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) is consistent with credibility for all
m i . If p~ = 0 and t~ = 0, then p^ (m
^ i ) = 0 and t^(m
^ i ) = 0 and therefore m
^ i is an opt32
~i
out message. Otherwise, either p~ > 0 or t~ 6= 0 and therefore the messages mi 2 M
are not opt-out messages. It then su¢ ces to verify that p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) equals 1 (0) when
^
^ i ; m i ) is positive (negative).
Evs ;vb (vb vs jm
For any m i , denote a
supmi 2M~ i Evs ;vb
inf mi 2M~ i Evs ;vb [vb vs j (mi ; m i )] and a
^
[vb vs j (mi ; m i )]. Note that Evs ;vb (vb vs jm
^ i ; m i ) 2 [a; a], since all the types who sent
~ i in the original mechanism send m
messages in M
^ i in the new mechanism ^ .
~ i then a = a. If a = a > 0, then by the
If the mean type of i is the same for all mi 2 M
~ i and therefore p^ (m
credibility of we have that p (mi ; m i ) = 1 for all mi 2 M
^ i ; m i ) = 1,
consistent with the credibility of ^ . Similarly, if a = a < 0, then p (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all
~ i and therefore p^ (m
mi 2 M
^ i ; m i ) = 0 as required. Finally, if a = a = 0, then any value
of p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) in consistent with credibility.
If i’s mean types are not all the same, then a > a. By observation 1 above, for any
~ , and thus
m i 2 M i the probability of trade p (mi ; m i ) is the same for all mi 2 M
equal to p^ (m
^ i ; m i ). Note that it cannot be the case that a > 0 > a since then there
~ i , say m0 and m00 , for which p (m0 ; m i ) = 1 and
would have been two messages in M
i
i
i
~i
p (m00i ; m i ) = 0. Thus either a > a 0, in which case p (mi ; m i ) = 1 for all mi 2 M
implying that p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) = 1, which is consistent with credibility, or a < a
0 in
~ i implying that p^ (m
which case p (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all mi 2 M
^ i ; m i ) = 0, which is again
consistent with credibility.

Proof of Lemma 3
Given a minimal intermediation mechanism ( ; ), with = (M; p; ts ; tb ), we will …rst
show that for each agent, the set of types who randomize in equilibrium can be partitioned
into two disjoint subsets, each of measure zero, thus proving that almost all types of both
agents do not randomize.
The fact that p^ (m
^ i ) = p~ = 0 implies that p^ (m
^ i ; m i ) = 0 for all m i 2 M i . The fact that t~ = 0
implies that there is no loss in assuming that t^(m
^ i ; m i ) = 0 for all m i 2 M i . If this is not the case,
the fact that t~ = 0 implies that it is possible to modify the transfer rules so that t^(m
^ i ; m i ) = 0 for all
m i 2 M i without a¤ecting the interim utilities of both agents (for example by increasing t^(m
^ 0i ; m i )
0
by (F (m
^ i ) = (1 F (m
^ i ))) t^(m
^ i ; m i ) for all m
^ i 6= m
^ i , where F (m
^ i ) is the probability measure of all
types who send m
^ i ).
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We say that message mi 2 Mi is a revealing message in ( ; ) if mi is sent by exactly
one type of agent i (and therefore it reveals the type). Then, for each agent i we partition
the set of types who randomize in equilibrium into two disjoint subsets: (i) the subset
Vi1 Vi that contains all types who randomize only between revealing messages, and (ii)
the subset Vi2 Vi that contains all types who randomize such that at least one message
in their strategy’s support is non-revealing.
Consider …rst the set Vi1 . Suppose that type vi 2 Vi1 randomizes between the messages
mi and m0i , and assume without loss that pi (mi ) < pi (m0i ) (recall that pi (mi ) 6= pi (m0i )
because the mechanism is minimal). By assumption, there is no other type in Vi1 who
sends the messages mi and m0i . Moreover, there is no other type in Vi1 who sends any other
message that induces an expected trade probability between pi (mi ) and pi (m0i ). This is
because, by the single crossing property of the agents’ preferences, any type vi0 that is
larger (smaller) than vi strictly prefers sending the message m0i (mi ) over any message
that induces an expected trade probability between pi (mi ) and pi (m0i ). Thus, each type
in Vi1 can be associated with an interval [pi (mi ) ; pi (m0i )] where the intervals are disjoint
across types. Since p ( ) is bounded, the subset of types Vi1 must be of zero measure.
Consider now the subset Vi2 . By assumption, for any type vi 2 Vi2 there exists another
type vi0 (which may or may not randomize), such that both vi and vi0 send some message
mi 2 Mi with positive probability in equilibrium. Assume without loss that vi0 > vi .
Since mi is in the best-response set of both vi and vi0 then mi must be the unique optimal
message for all types in (vi ; vi0 ). This is again a consequence of the single crossing property
of the preferences: if some type in (v; v 0 ) …nds a message m0i 6= mi to be optimal for him,
then since pi (mi ) 6= pi (m0i ) it must be the case that m0i is strictly better than mi for
either vi or vi0 . Therefore, every non-revealing message that is sent by some type in Vi2
can be associated with an interval of types who send only this message in equilibrium.
Since Vi is bounded, and since the intervals are disjoint across messages, there can be only
countably many non-revealing messages that are sent by types in Vi2 . Since each of these
messages is sent by at most two types in Vi2 (because all the types between them do not
randomize), then Vi2 is a set of zero measure.
To conclude, suppose that in some minimal intermediation mechanism there is a measure zero of types who do randomize. We can then modify the strategies of the randomizing types to send one of the messages in the support of their original strategy. Obviously,
this change has no e¤ect on the expected payo¤ of each type of each agent in equilibrium
and on the expected social surplus. In the modi…ed mechanism, all types employ pure
strategies.
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Proof of Proposition 2
By Lemmata (2) and (3), for any intermediation mechanism there exists a payo¤-equivalent
minimal intermediation mechanism in which both agents employ pure strategies. Given
such a mechanism, we partition each agent’s set of types according to the messages they
send in equilibrium and rename each message to be the set of types that send it. Thus,
each agent’s messages partition his type space.
We now show that every message (i.e. subset of types) of each agent is convex. To see
this, suppose that two buyer types, vbl and vbh where vbl < vbh , send the message mb 2 Mb .
Suppose further, by way of contradiction, that some type vb0 2 vbl ; vbh sends the message
m0b 6= mb , so that the set of types that send mb is not convex. Then, it must be the case
that pb (m0b ) vb0 + tb (m0b ) pb (mb ) vb0 + tb (mb ) where tb (mb ) = Ems t (ms ; mb ). Recall that
the mechanism is minimal, and therefore either pb (mb ) < pb (m0b ) or pb (mb ) > pb (m0b ). In
the …rst case, pb (m0b ) vbh + tb (m0b ) > pb (mb ) vbh + tb (mb ), contradicting the optimality of
mb for type vb . In the latter case, pb (m0b ) vbl + tb (m0b ) > pb (mb ) vbl + tb (mb ), contradicting
the optimality of mb for type vl . The proof for the seller types is analogous.

Proof of Lemma 4
Suppose the buyer has kb messages contained in the interval V^ . Then, he has k^b kb + 2
^
^
(consecutive) messages intersecting the interval. Denote them by [v 0 ; v 1 ] ; [v 1 ; v 2 ] :::[v kb 1 ; v kb ].
Since p is credible-minimal, then for any seller message ms
V^ there is some cut^
o¤ v j 2 fv 0 ; :::; v kb g such that p (mb ; ms ) = 0 for all buyer messages below v j and
p (mb ; ms ) = 1 above v j . Now, since minimality of the mechanism implies that di¤erent seller messages must di¤er in their trade decision for at least one buyer message, then
there are at most k^b + 1 seller messages contained in V^ . Thus, ks
kb + 3. A parallel
argument shows that kb ks + 3.

Proof of Lemma 5
Suppose that = hM; p; ts ; tb i is a partition-direct intermediation mechanism that is exante budget-balanced. We construct a partition-direct intermediation mechanism 0 =
hM; p; t0b ; t0s i (with the same message set and the same allocation rule as in ) that is
ex-post budget balanced in two steps: First, we de…ne two transfer rules t0b (ms ; mb ) and
t0s (ms ; mb ) such that the expected payment for each agent i 2 fs; bg under ti (the original
payment rule) and under t0i (the new payment rule) are the same for every message mi . We
then adjust the transfer rules t0i to ensure that if some message m0i is an opt-out message
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under (that is, p (mi ; m i ) = ti (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all m i ), it would also be an opt-out
message under 0 (p (mi ; m i ) = t0i (mi ; m i ) = 0 for all m i ).
We begin by de…ning the transfer rules t0b (ms ; mb ) and t0s (ms ; mb ) as follows:
1
t0s (ms ; mb ) = ts (ms ; mb )
2
0
tb (ms ; mb ) = t0s (ms ; mb )

1
1
tb (ms ; mb ) + Em0b [d (ms ; m0b )]
2
2

Em0s [d (m0s ; mb )]

where d (ms ; mb ) = ts (ms ; mb ) + tb (ms ; mb ). Since t0b (ms ; mb ) = t0s (ms ; mb ) for any
(mb ; ms ) 2 M , then 0 is ex-post budget-balanced. Recall that since is ex-ante budgetbalanced, then Ems Emb [d (ms ; mb )] = 0. It is then easy to verify that, for each agent i,
this change does not a¤ect the expected monetary transfers for any message mi , nor the
expected payo¤s for each of his types or their incentive to report truthfully.
Next, suppose that m0i is an opt-out message for agent i in , that is p (m0i ; m i ) =
ti (m0i ; m i ) = 0 for all m i , and therefore Em i ti (m0i ; m i ) = Em i t0i (m0i ; m i ) = 0. Note
that it could be the case that t0i (m0i ; m i ), as de…ned above, is not zero for some m i , and
hence m0i is not an opt-out message in 0 , which may violate credibility. To correct this,
we now slightly modify the transfer rule t0i as follows. Denote by Fi (m0i ) the probability
measure of the interval (or singleton) of types that send the message m0i . For any m00i 6= m0i ,
increase t0i (m00i ; m i ) by (Fi (m0i ) = (1 Fi (m0i ))) t0 (m0i ; m i ) and set t (m0i ; m i ) to be zero,
for all m i . This makes m0i an opt-out message in 0 while not changing the expected
payment for any type of agent i. Moreover, since Em i t0i (m0i ; m i ) = 0, the expected
monetary transfer to each type of agent i remains unchanged. Thus, expected payo¤s and
the incentive to report truthfully remain unchanged. Since the message set, the allocation
rule, and the set of opt-out messages are the same in and 0 , then 0 is credible. We then
have that 0 = hM; p; t0b ; t0s i is an ex-post budget-balanced partition-direct intermediation
mechanism, as desired.

Proof of Lemma 6
Suppose that M = Ms Mb is a message set such that Mi consists of intervals and
singletons that partition Vi for each agent i, and p is an allocation rule that is credibleminimal with respect to M . We will …rst show that when (p) = 0 we can use the
functions !s ( ) and !b ( ) to de…ne two transfer rules which – along with M and p –
constitute an ex-ante budget-balanced intermediation mechanism (as de…ned in section
4.2). Then, by Lemma 5, there exists t0b : M ! R and t0s : M ! R such that hM; p; t0b ; t0s i
is an (ex-post budget-balanced) intermediation mechanism.
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First, note that if vi and vi0 are two types of agent i that send the same message mi ,
i.e. vi 2 mi and vi0 2 mi , then by de…nition ! i (vi ) = ! i (vi0 ). We can therefore de…ne
ts (ms ; mb ) = f!s (vb ) : vb 2 mb g and tb (ms ; mb ) = f !b (vs ) : vs 2 ms g if p (ms ; mb ) = 1,
and ts (ms ; mb ) = tb (ms ; mb ) = 0 otherwise. Thus, whenever there is trade the monetary
transfer to agent i equals the unique value that ! i (vi ) attains for all types vi 2 mi .
When there is no trade the monetary transfer is zero.
The mechanism = hM; p; ts ; tb i (along with its truthtelling equilibrium) is an exante budget-balanced intermediation mechanism. To see this, note that the credibility of
is satis…ed because p is credible-minimal with respect to M . Individual rationality is
satis…ed because, for every message ms 2 Ms , a buyer of type vb pays !b (vs ) if the object
is traded, which is, by de…nition, lower than vb (recall that !b (vs ) is the lowest buyer
type that trades with seller type vs ). A similar argument applies to the seller. Incentivecompatibility is satis…ed because the monetary transfer to agent i, conditional on the
object being traded, is determined solely agent i’s message and therefore deviating from
truthtelling is not bene…cial: by misreporting his type agent i can either avoid trade at a
price that is pro…table to him or induce trade at some non-pro…table price. Finally, the
mechanism’s expected budget de…cit is given by:

(vb ;vs ) : p(

Z

ts (

s

(vs ) ;

b

(vs )) + tb (

s

(vs ) ;

b

(vs )) dF (vb ) F (vs )

s (vs ); b (vb ))=1

=
(vb ;vs ) : p(

Z

(!s (vb )

!b (vs )) dF (vb ) F (vs )

s (vs ); b (vb ))=1

which is exactly (p). Thus, when (p) = 0 the intermediation mechanism is ex-ante
budget-balanced, and therefore, by Lemma 5, there exists a payo¤-equivalent counterpart.
Now consider the case in which (p) > 0, which implies that the mechanism de…ned
above creates a budget de…cit. A well-known result in mechanism design (see, for example,
Krishna 2010) is that, up to an additive constant, the expected payo¤ of each type of each
agent in any incentive-compatible mechanism depends only on the allocation rule, and the
constant is the expected utility of the type most reluctant to trade of that agent (namely,
us (vs ) for the seller and ub (v b ) for the buyer in our case). The mechanism = hM; p; ts ; tb i
is incentive-compatible and provides the lowest possible expected payo¤ to the reluctant
types in order to sustain individual rationality, that is, us (vs ) = ub (v b ) = 0. Therefore,
there is no other incentive-compatible mechanism with message set M and allocation rule
p that pays (in expectation) less to the seller or collects (in expectation) more from the
buyer. In other words, any other mechanism creates a (weakly) higher budget de…cit.
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Thus, when (p) > 0 there exists no (budget-balanced) intermediation mechanism with
message set M and allocation rule p.

Proof of Proposition 3
The proof is by way of contradiction and consists of two parts. Throughout the proof,
whenever the mechanism’s message sets, or its allocation rule, are modi…ed we assume
that the monetary transfers tb and ts adjust immediately in order to sustain incentive
compatibility, i.e.:
tb (mb ) =
ts (ms ) =

Z

mb

v
Z bvs

pb (
ps (

s

(vb0 )) dvb0

pb (mb ) mb

(3)

(vs0 )) dvs0 + ps (ms ) ms

(4)

b

ms

where mb = inffvb jvb 2 mb g and ms = supfvs jvs 2 ms g. Importantly we use the fact
that adding (removing) small amounts of trade requires paying higher (lower) information
rents to the agents.
Part I. Suppose that is an optimal intermediation mechanism in which the allocation
rule p is credible-minimal but (p) < 0. Thus, for any type-pair (vb ; vs ) the probability
of trade p ( b (vb ) ; s (vs )) is either 0 or 1. Assume that the set of type pairs that trade
in is closed, i.e. that if limvb0 !vb ;vs0 !vs p ( b (vb0 ) ; s (vs0 )) = 1 then p ( b (vb ) ; s (vs )) = 1.
This assumption somewhat simpli…es the exposition since it guarantees that the type pair
(vi ; v i ) trades whenever vi = !i (v i ).33
Recall that (p) is the minimal expected transfer to the agents that is required to
sustain truthtelling and individual rationality in the mechanism. Since is (by de…nition)
budget balanced, then (p) < 0 implies that there is at least one agent i for whom all
types expect a strictly positive utility from participating in the mechanism. We therefore
slightly decrease the monetary transfer ti (mb ; ms ) for all (mb ; ms ) by a small constant,
thereby creating a small (temporary) slack in the budget. This modi…cation doesn’t a¤ect
the agents’incentives to report truthfully or the mechanism’s generated surplus.
We now add bene…cial trade to the mechanism. Since (p) < 0, there is at least
one type-pair (vb ; vs ) that trades and for which !s (vb ) !b (vs ) < 0 (for instance, the
one that corresponds to the black triangle in Figure 2b). Consider then the type-pair
33

If the set of type-pairs that trade in is not closed, we can slightly modify the message set and
allocation rule to make it closed (potentially losing credible minimality temporarily). Since such a change
a¤ects only a measure zero of types (and hence doesn’t a¤ect the agents’incentives to report truthfully,
the generated surplus, or whether the mechanism is credible), the rest of the argument remains valid.
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(vb0 ; vs0 ) where vb0 = !b (vs ) and vs0 = !s (vb0 ) (namely, the one that corresponds to the
black dot in Figure 2b). It therefore must be that vs0 vb0 < 0 (i.e. the black dot in
Figure 2b is below the equi-type line). To see this, note that since vs0 = !s (vb0 ) is the
vs0 , and since !b is weakly increasing
highest seller type that trades with vb0 ; then vs
then !b (vs )
!b (vs0 ). On the other hand, since !b (vs0 ) is the lowest buyer type that
trades with vs0 , and since the type-pair (vs0 ; vb0 ) trades, then !b (vs0 ) vb0 = !b (vs ). Thus,
!b (vs ) = !b (vs0 ). Now, since vb0
vb and since !s is increasing then !s (vb0 )
!s (vb ).
0
0
0
0
Therefore, !s (vb ) !b (vs ) < !s (vb ) !b (vs ) < 0, or equivalently, vs vb < 0.
Since vs0 < vb0 then neither vs0 nor vb0 belongs to an interval of types that are fully
separated. This is because, by the corollary Lemma 4, if all of agent i’s types over some
interval are fully separated, then so are all types of agent i on the same interval. But
then, by credibility, the highest seller type that trades with buyer type vb0 must be equal to
vb0 . Thus, it must be the case that vb0 is a lower bound of some buyer interval message mb
and vs0 is the upper bound of some seller interval message ms , and p (mb ; ms ) = 1. Note
that the message pair (mb ; ms ) is on the "frontier" of the trade area –no buyer message
below mb trades with ms , and no seller message above ms trades with mb . Moreover,
since vs0 < vb0 then the lowest buyer type in mb is strictly higher than the highest seller
type in ms .
Consider now the following modi…cation (illustrated in Figure 2b). We slightly decrease the lower bound of mb and slightly increase the upper bound of ms . Since, by
credible minimality, trade occurs only when the expected surplus is strictly positive, we
make the changes su¢ ciently small that the expected buyer type remains higher than
+
the expected seller type for the three message pairs (mb ; ms ); (mb ; ms ) and (m+
b ; ms ),
where mi and m+
i are the messages that come immediately below and above mi for any
i 2 fb; sg. This, in turn, implies that trade remains bene…cial for all the (potentially
in…nite number of) other message pairs for which trade occurs. Since the lower bound of
mb is higher than the upper bound of ms , this modi…cation adds bene…cial trade to the
mechanism. Importantly, the modi…cation does not change the allocation rule for any
message pair in the mechanism (this assertion is explained after the proposition in the
body of the text). Moreover, we choose the size of the modi…cation so that the additional
information rents exactly o¤set the budget slack (recall that when we generated the slack
it could be made arbitrarily small). Therefore, the modi…ed mechanism is an intermediation mechanism that achieves a higher surplus than , contradicting the optimality of
.
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Part II. Suppose that the allocation rule p is not credible-minimal with respect to M .
Thus, there is at least one message pair (m0b ; m0s ) for which E [vb jvb 2 m0b ] = E [vs jvs 2 m0s ]
and p (m0b ; m0s ) > 0. Denote by m0i and m1i the …rst and second messages of agent i. We
proceed according to the following cases:
Case I : p (m0b ; m0s ) = 0 and E [vb jvb 2 m0b ] > E [vs jvs 2 m0s ]. In this case we slightly reduce
the probability of trade p (m0b ; m0s ) and slightly decrease the boundary between m0b and m1b .
The …rst modi…cation reduces the amount of zero-surplus trade in the mechanism, thereby
creating a small (temporary) slack in the budget. The second modi…cation increases the
amount of trade and the required information rents. Note that the additional trade is
between buyer types at the high end of (the original) m0b and seller types in m0s . The
fact that, in the original mechanism, E [vb jvb 2 m0b ] > E [vs jvs 2 m0s ] guarantees that this
additional trade is (on average) bene…cial. We choose the size of the modi…cations so that
the expected slack in budget is exactly o¤set by the increase in information rents. Thus,
the modi…ed mechanism is an intermediation mechanism that generates higher surplus
than , contradicting its optimality.
Case 2 : p (m0b ; m0s ) = 1 or E [vb jvb 2 m0b ] E [vs jvs 2 m0s ]. We set p (mb ; ms ) = 0 for
all message pairs (mb ; ms ) satisfying E [vb jvb 2 mb ] = E [vs jvs 2 ms ]. This modi…cation
eliminates zero-surplus trade and creates (temporary) budget slack. We restore budget balance by giving a lump sum to the buyer. Obviously, this does not change the
agents’ incentives to report truthfully nor the surplus that is generated by the mechanism. After the modi…cation, trade occurs for a message pair (mb ; ms ) if and only if
E [vb jvb 2 mb ] > E [vs jvs 2 ms ], implying that the allocation rule is credible minimal.34
Thus, the resulting intermediation mechanism is credible minimal, it generates the same
expected surplus as and (p) < 0 (the fact that the buyer gets a positive lump sum
means that p can also be supported in equilibrium that satis…es IR in which the net expected transfer to the agents is negative, i.e. (p) < 0). By part I of the proof, this new
mechanism is not optimal, contradicting the optimality of .
34
Note that if m0b is an opt-out message in the original mechanism then p m0b ; ms = 0 for all seller
messages ms 2 Ms . While in the modi…ed mechanism m0b is not an opt out message (because the
buyer types in m0b get a positive monetary transfer), credibility is still satis…ed because the fact that
E vb jvb 2 m0b
E vs jvs 2 m0s implies that the mean buyer type in m0b is smaller than the mean seller
type in ms for all ms 2 Ms
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Appendix B: Proofs for section 5
Preliminaries
Denote the lower bound of an interval message mi by mi = inffvi jvi 2 mi g and its upper
bound by mi = supfvi jvi 2 mi g.
Given an intermediation mechanism , extreme vertices are the type pairs marked by
black dots in Figure (4), and formally de…ned as follows:
De…nition 4. Type-pair (cb ; cs ) is an extreme vertex if, for any (vb ; vs ), (i) vb cb and
vs cs implies that (vb ; vs ) trades in ; (ii) vb cb and vs cs , with at least one of the
inequalities being strict, implies that (vb ; vs ) does not trade in .35
The proof of Proposition 4 will show that in an optimal intermediation mechanism the
number of extreme vertices is …nite. This implies that the number of messages for each
agent is …nite.
The allocation rule of an intermediation mechanism is monotone (i.e. if buyer type vb
0
trades with seller type vs , then all type-pairs (vb0 ; vs0 ) for which vb0 > vb and vs < vs also
trade). This implies that if c = (cb ; cs ) and c0 = (c0b ; c0s ) are extreme vertices and cb < c0b ,
then cs < c0s . Thus, extreme vertices can be ordered. If c = (cb ; cs ) and c0 = (c0b ; c0s ) are
two extreme vertices for which cb < c0b (and therefore also cs < c0s ), then we say that c is
smaller than c0 , and denote c < c0 . We say that c and c0 are consecutive extreme vertices
if there is no extreme vertex between them. Note that if c and c0 are two consecutive
extreme vertices, where c < c0 , then there is a buyer (resp. seller) interval message for
which the lower bound is cb (resp. cs ) and the upper bound is c0b (resp. c0s ).
The credibility of the intermediation mechanism implies the following properties:
(P1) If c and c0 are consecutive extreme vertices and c < c0 , then EFb [cb ; c0b ]

EFs [cs ; c0s ].

(P2) If c = (cb ; cs ) and c0 = (c0b ; c0s ) are two extreme vertices and c0 > c, then c0s > cb .
(P3) If c = (cb ; cs ), c0 = (c0b ; c0s ) and c00 = (c00b ; c00s ) are three extreme vertices and c00 > c0 > c,
then c00b > cs .
To see property (P1), suppose that mb is the buyer message for which cb = mb , and
that ms is the seller message for which c0s = ms (for example, in Figure 4a, the smallest
extreme vertex satis…es cb = m1b and cs = m1s ). Since c and c0 are extreme vertices,
there is no trade for the message pair (mb ; ms ). By credibility, it must be the case that
35

For the purpose of the de…nition, if the set of type pairs who trade in
closure.
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is not closed we take its

the buyer’s mean type in mb is lower than the seller’s mean type ms . Property (P2)
immediately follows since if c0s cb then, for any two consecutive extreme vertices c00 c
and c000 c0 for which c00 < c000 , we have that c000
c00b , contradicting (P1). To see property
s
(P3), suppose that m0b is the buyer message for which c0b = m0b , and that m0s is the seller
message for which c0s = m0s . Since c0 in an extreme vertex, there is trade for the message
pair (m0b ; m0s ). By credibility, it must be that m0b > m0s . Since m0b
c00b and m0s
cs ,
property (P3) follows.
Finally, we adopt several de…nitions that are related to the agents’ type distributions. For each agent i, we denote by fimax = maxvi (fi (vi )) and fimin = minvi (fi (vi ))
the maximum and minimum of the probability density function fi , respectively. We de…ne f (vb ; vs ) = fb (vb ) fs (vs ) to be the joint probability density over V and f min =
minvb ;vs (f (vb ; vs )) and f max = maxvb ;vs (f (vb ; vs )) to be the minimal and maximal values
of f (vb ; vs ), respectively, over V .

Proof of Proposition 4
Fix the type distributions F = fFs ; Fb g. Denote by S the supremum surplus that is
attainable by all (budget-balanced) intermediation mechanisms when the type distribuRx Rv
tions are given by F . De…ne S pp = maxx v x b (vb vs ) dFb (vb ) dFs (vs ) to be the surplus
s
that is generated by the optimal posted price when the type distributions are given by
F . If S = S pp , the proof is complete since, as we show in Proposition 5, an intermediation mechanism that implements the optimal posted price exists. In this intermediation
mechanism, the message set of each agent contains two messages.
Suppose that S > S pp . We begin by showing that if an intermediation mechanism
generates a surplus higher than 12 (S + S pp ) then its extreme vertices are not all "too
close" to some posted price. We say that an intermediation mechanism is -close to some
posted price x if all extreme vertices for which the buyer type is not close to vb and the
seller type is not close to v s are close to (x; x):
De…nition 5. Given > 0, an intermediation mechanism is -close to the posted-price
x if any extreme vertex (cb ; cs ) for which cb < vb
and cs > v s + satis…es jcb xj <
and jcs xj < .
Lemma A.1. If S > S pp , then there exists ^ > 0 such that any intermediation mechanism that generates a surplus higher than 12 (S + S pp ) is not ^-close to any posted price.
Figure (6a) illustrates a mechanism that is -close to posted price x. Intuitively, when
is su¢ ciently small, the surplus generated by the mechanism cannot be substantially
higher than that of the posted price and therefore cannot exceed 12 (S + S pp ).
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In what follows we show that given any intermediation mechanism that is not ^-close
to any posted price and has more than some …xed number (K) of extreme vertices, we
can construct another intermediation mechanism with less than that number of extreme
vertices that generates a higher surplus. To simplify the exposition we temporarily relax
the budget balance restriction on intermediation mechanisms and allow intermediation
mechanisms to end up with a budget surplus/de…cit. We emphasize that the …nal intermediation mechanism we construct is exactly budget-balanced.
The next two lemmata comprise the main part of the proof:
0:5

Lemma A.2. Given < f min
, there exist r > 0 and s1 > 0 such that for any
intermediation mechanism with (p)
0 that is not -close to any posted-price, and
any s
s1 , one can construct an intermediation mechanism with weakly fewer extreme
vertices, such that: (i) the generated surplus increases by at least s, and (ii) increases
by no more than s=r.
Lemma A.3. Given r > 0 and s2 > 0, there exists K such that, for any intermediation
mechanism with more than K extreme vertices, one can construct an intermediation mechanism with fewer than K extreme vertices, such that: (i) the generated surplus decreases
by some s < s2 , and (ii) decreases by at least s=r.
Compute ^ from Lemma A.1 and compute r and s1 from Lemma A.2 with
=
0:5
minf ^; (fmin ) g. Compute K from Lemma A.3 with r and s2 = min s1 ; 41 (S
S pp ) .
The explicit formulas for r; s1 and K appear in the proofs of the lemmata. Importantly,
they all depend solely on F and not on any particular intermediation mechanism.
Now suppose that is an intermediation mechanism with (p) = 0, that generates a
surplus which is higher than 34 S + 14 S pp and has more than K extreme vertices. Using
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, construct an intermediation mechanism 0 according to Lemma A.3, with r and s2
as computed above. Lemma A.3 guarantees that the lost surplus, s, is smaller than
1
s2
(S
S pp ). Thus, 0 generates a surplus which is higher than 12 (S + S pp ) and,
4
according to Lemma A.1, is not ^-close to any posted price. Lemma A.3 also guarantees
that (p0 ) < (p) s=r = s=r, where p0 is the allocation rule of 0 .
Using 0 , construct an intermediation mechanism 00 according to Lemma A.2 (with
and s as computed above). The surplus generated by 00 is at least as large as that
generated by . We also have that (p00 ) < (p0 ) + s=r < 0, where p00 is the allocation
rule of 00 .
The mechanism 00 is not ^-close to any posted-price (because it generates surplus
higher than 43 S + 14 S pp ). Now, apply Lemma A.2 iteratively on the mechanism at hand,
with s = s1 , until the resulting mechanism is such that one additional iteration would
imply a positive value of . Since each iteration increases the mechanism’s surplus by
s1 , which is a constant that is independent of the mechanism, the process necessarily
converges (this is because there is an upper-bound on the surplus that an intermediation
mechanism with a negative
can generate; e.g. it cannot do better than a budgetbalanced full-commitment trade mechanism). Then, we apply Lemma A.2 once again,
picking s 2 (0; s1 ) such that the resulting mechanism would have that is exactly equal
to 0. The existence of such a value of s is guaranteed because, as we explain in the proof
of Lemma A.2, whenever the increases, this change is continuous in s. This resulting
mechanism is exactly budget balanced.
We have thus shown that any budget-balanced intermediation mechanism with a surplus above (3S + S pp ) =4 and more than K extreme vertices can be improved upon by
a budget-balanced intermediation mechanism with fewer than K extreme vertices. Thus,
S is the supremum surplus of the class of budget-balanced intermediation mechanisms
with fewer than K extreme vertices. The following compactness argument then completes
the proof:
Lemma A.4. For any integer K > 0, the supremum surplus over the set of budgetbalanced intermediation mechanisms with no more than K extreme vertices is attainable.
Thus, S is attainable by a budget-balanced intermediation mechanism with fewer
than K extreme vertices.
Finally, note that if an intermediation mechanism has K extreme vertices (or less),
then the buyer’s and seller’s message sets cannot contain more than K + 1 messages each.
In the statement of the proposition we refer to this number as KF to emphasize that it
depends solely on the type distributions F .
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Proof of Lemma A.1
Suppose that S > S pp and consider an intermediation mechanism
vertices C. The set of type-pairs that trade in is given by:
T = [(cb ;cs )2C f(vs ; vb ) 2 V : vs

c s ; vb

with a set of extreme

cb g .

Suppose that is -close to some posted price x. Then, by Proposition (5) there exists
an intermediation mechanism that implements x and in which the set of type-pairs that
trade is:
Tx = f(vs ; vb ) 2 V : vs x; vb xg .
The sets T and Tx di¤er only for the type-pairs (vs ; vb ) for which vb vb < , vs v s < ,
jx vb j < or jx vs j < (see, for example, the illustration in Figure 6a). Thus, the
probability mass of the set T
Tx (i.e. the set of type-pairs that are in either T or Tx ,
but not both) goes to zero as goes to zero. Since the social surplus that is generated by
trade for each type-pair is bounded above by vb v s , then the di¤erence in the ex-ante
social surpluses that are generated by and by the posted price x goes to zero as goes
to zero. Therefore, there exists ^ > 0 such that if is -close to some posted price x then
S pp ).
its surplus cannot exceed S pp + 12 (S

Proof of Lemma A.2
0:5

we show that any intermediThe proof consists of two parts. First, given < f min
ation mechanism that is not -close to any posted price, and for which (p) 0, must
3
have an extreme vertex c~ = (~
cb ; c~s ) for which c~b c~s
f min , i.e., c~ is "signi…2
cantly" below the equi-type line. Then, we show a modi…cation of the mechanism that
"adjusts the position" of c~ and increases the mechanism’s surplus by at least s, for any
2
s s1
=2
=4
f min . This modi…cation increases the mechanism’s budget de…cit
by no more than s=r, where r = =(2(1=fbmin + 1=fsmin )
).
Part I.
Suppose that
= hM; p; tb ; ts i is an intermediation mechanism for which
(p) 0. If has an extreme vertex c for which (cb cs )
=2, then it is the vertex
c~ we are looking for, since =2 > . Otherwise, all extreme vertices (cb ; cs ) satisfy
cb cs < =2. Let c1 be an extreme vertex that satis…es c1s > v s + and for which there
is no other extreme vertex c0 with c0b < c1b
=2 and c0s > v s + . For example, c1 can
be the minimal vertex satisfying c1s > v s + if one exists, or an extreme vertex that is
su¢ ciently close to the lowest accumulation point of extreme vertices otherwise. Since the
mechanism is not -close to any posted price, in particular it is not -close to the posted
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price x = c1b , then there
or c2b > x + (it cannot
c2b c2s
=2). Since c2b
Therefore, c2s c1b > =2.

exists an extreme vertex c2 > c1 for which either c2s > x +
be that c2b < x
or c2s < x
because c2b
c1b
=2 and
c2s < =2 we are guaranteed that c2s > x + =2 in both cases.
See Figure (6b) for an illustration.

Consider the set of type-pairs T = f(vs ; vb ) 2 V : vb c2b and vs c1s g (see Figure 6b).
All type-pairs in T trade in the mechanism . Let T be the set of type pairs that trade
in and are not in the set T . Thus, we can decompose (p) as follows:
(p) =

Z Z

Z Z
!b (vs )) dF (vs ) dF (vb )+

(!s (vb )

(vb ;vs )2T

(!s (vb )

!b (vs )) dF (vs ) dF (vb )

(vb ;vs )2T

(5)
Since
> v s + , the probability mass of all type-pairs in T is
< vb
and
min
at least
f . Also, since !s and !b are both weakly increasing functions, then for
c1b , and therefore
every type-pair (vb ; vs ) 2 T we have that !s (vb )
c2s and !b (vs )
!s (vb ) !b (vs ) > =2. Thus, the …rst term in the right-hand side of equation (5) is at
least = ( =2) 2 f min . Since (p) 0, it must be that the second term in the right-hand
side of equation (5) is smaller than
. Since the probability mass of all type-pairs in T
is obviously bounded above by 1, there must be at least one type-pair (vs ; vb ) for which
(!s (vb ) !b (vs )) <
. Therefore, c~ = (!b (vs ) ; !s (vb )) is an extreme vertex satisfying
36
c~b c~s
.
c2b
2

c1s

Part II. Since c~s < c~b then neither the buyer type c~b nor the seller type c~s belong to an
interval of types that are fully separated. This is because, by the corollary of Lemma 4, if
all of agent i’s types over some interval are fully separated, then so do all types of agent
i on the same interval. But then, by credibility, the highest seller type that trades with
buyer type cb must be equal to cb . Let mb be the buyer’s message (interval) satisfying
mb = c~b , and let ms be the seller’s message (interval) satisfying ms = c~s (see Figure 6c)
Consider the following modi…cation of the mechanism, that is parametrized by some
2 (0; =4] and illustrated in Figure (6c): decrease mb by , increase ms by
and
update the allocation rule p to be credible-minimal with respect to the modi…ed message
set. This modi…cation, which resembles the one performed in the proof of Proposition
3, adds trade (only) for type-pairs that correspond to the hatched area in Figure 6c (for
an explanation why, see the discussion that follows Proposition 3 in the text). In some
cases, the modi…cation may also result in the elimination of some trade. This happens
36

To see that (!b (vs ) ; !s (vb )) is an extreme vertex, note that !b (vs ) is the buyer-type coordinate of
some extreme vertex c0 , and !s (vb ) is the seller-type coordinate of some extreme vertex c00 , and c0 c00 ;
thus, if c0 6= c00 then c00s < c0b , contradicting property (P2) de…ne above.
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if, for some message pair, the seller’s mean type switched from being smaller than the
buyer’s mean type to being (weakly) larger. The allocation rule for this messages pair
then changes from "trade" to "no trade". Note, however, that if such a change happens, it
only increases the surplus generated by the mechanism, since it eliminates non-bene…cial
trade. Furthermore, since it eliminates trade it also reduces the amount of information
rents that have to be paid to the agents.
Denote the probability mass of all the type pairs for which trade is added by P (these
are the type pairs in the hatched area in Figure 6c). Since every such type-pair (vb ; vs )
satis…es vb vs > =2, then the increase in the generated surplus, s, is at least P
=2.
In order to see how large the increase in surplus s can be and to determine the value of
2
s1 , note that when = =4 the area of added trade is greater than
=4 and therefore
2
we are guaranteed that P
=4 f min . Thus, s can take any value between 0 and
2
=4
f min .
=2
s1 =
Adding trade to the mechanism requires paying more information rents to the agents.
s
b
. To see
+ 1=fmin
The amount of additional rents, denoted I , satis…es I < P
1=fmin
this, recall that in any incentive-compatible mechanism, the expected information rent
R vb
paid to buyer type vb (above the payo¤ of the lowest type v b ) is I (vb )
pb (x) dx,
v
where pb (x) is the expected probability of trade for type x 2 Vb . Thus, the maximal
increase in information rent to any buyer type due to the modi…cation is P =fbmin .37
Since the mass of all buyer types is 1, an upper bound on the added information rent to
all buyer types is 1 P =fbmin . The same argument for the seller gives an upper bound of
1 P =fsmin . The total e¤ect is then bounded above by P
1=fbmin + 1=fsmin .
Denote the change in due to the modi…cation by . A well-known result in standard
mechanism design (see, for example, Börgers, 2015), that holds also for intermediation
mechanisms, is that the sum of the expected transfers to the agents is equal to the sum
of the expected information rents minus the expected social surplus (plus the di¤erence
between the payo¤ of the buyer’s lowest type v b and the seller’s highest type vs ). Thus,
b
s
= I
s. Using the bounds I < P
1=fmin
+ 1=fmin
and s > P
=2 we
37

To see this, let the function (x; y) equal 1 if, in the modi…cation described above, the type-pair
(x; y) has been added to trade and 0 otherwise. We ignore type-pairs for which trade was eliminated
(if there are any), since this only reduced the amount of required information rents. Then, the di¤ erRv Rv
ence in the information rent to type vb due to the modi…cation is at least v b v s (x; y) fs (y) dydx <
b
s
R vb R vs
1
(x; y) fs (y) fb (x) dydx = f b1 P .
v
v
fb
min

b

s

min
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established before, we then obtain:

=s

I
s

1

0

< s@

1

P

b
fmin

P

+

1
s
fmin

=2

1

s
1A =
r

b
s
where r
=(2(1=fmin
+ 1=fmin
)
).
Finally, note that the measure of the set of types for which trade is added (the hatched
area in Figure 6c) is continuous in and so is P . Therefore, if the change in information
rents is positive, then it is continuous in s (i.e. I does not have positive discontinuous
jumps as s increases).38 Consequently, whenever increases,
is continuous in s.

Proof of Lemma A.3
We start by dividing the intersection Vs \ Vb into l equal-sized segments. To simplify
notation, we assume throughout the proof that jVs \ Vb j = 1. Then, the type-space V
is split into (at most) l2 + 2 regions, i.e. l2 boxes of size (1=l) (1=l) and 2 rectangles,
as depicted in Figure (7a). We say that a box = [vb ; vb + 1=l] [vs ; vs + 1=l] is on the
equi-type line if vb = vs . Note that only boxes on the equi-type line can contain more
than two extreme vertices. This is because, in the case of all other regions, having three
extreme vertices (or more), for example c1 ,c2 and c3 where c1 < c2 < c3 , violates (P2) if
the region is below the equi-type line (since in that case c1b < c2s ) and violates (P3) if the
region is above that line (since c3b > c1s ).
The proof consists of four steps. In step I we …nd two lower bounds on the number
of boxes l, denoted ^l1 and ^l2 . Assuming that l is larger than maxf^l1 ; ^l2 g, in step II we
show a modi…cation that is applicable to any intermediation mechanism, after which no
box or rectangle in the division we de…ned above contains more than 5 extreme vertices.
Thus, after the modi…cation the mechanism has no more than 5l + 2(l2 l + 2) extreme
vertices.39 Crucially, the modi…cation maintains the credibility of the mechanism and
changes the allocation rule only for type-pairs within boxes on the equi-type line. In step
III, we …nd another lower bound on the number of boxes, denoted ^l3 , which guarantees
that the surplus loss due to the modi…cation (s) is smaller than the given constant s2 . In
step IV, we …nd one more lower bound, denoted ^l4 , which guarantees that the reduction
in due to the modi…cation is at least s=r, where r is the constant given in the statement
38

I

may have negative discontinuous jumps if the modi…cation eliminates non-bene…cial trade.

39
That is, at most 5 vertices in each box on the equi-type line, and at most 2 extreme vertices in every
other region.
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of the lemma. We conclude by explaining how the constants we …nd are combined to
construct the desired intermediation mechanism.
In what follows, we use the following de…nitions: R
and ^ 1= (224R + 8).

maxffbmax =fbmin ; fsmax =fsmin g

1

Step I: Finding two lower bounds on the box size l Consider a box
Vb Vs .
Let
= max(vb ;vs )2 f (vb ; vs ) = min(vb ;vs )2 f (vb ; vs ) be the upper bound on the ratio
of values of f for any two type-pairs within the box . De…ne
max
to be the
uniform upper bound over all the boxes. Because f (vb ; vs ) is uniformly continuous and
bounded away from zero over the entire type space, then approaches 1 as the size of the
boxes approaches 0. In other words, the conditional type distribution within each box
becomes close to uniform as the number of boxes increases. Our …rst lower bound on the
number of boxes l guarantees that is small:
Lower bound 1. Denote by ^l1 the number of boxes for which l > ^l1 implies

2.

Thus, when the number of boxes is greater than ^l1 , we are guaranteed that for any box
on the equi-type line, and any two disjoint subsets of type-pairs T1 ; T2
, if the ratio
between the Lebesgue measures of T1 and T2 is , then the ratio between the probability
mass of type-pairs in T1 and the probability mass of type-pairs in T2 is at least =2.40
For the second lower bound on the number of boxes l, we start with the following
lemma:
Lemma A.5. For any > 0 there exists ~l such that for every number of boxes l > ~l and
every three extreme vertices c1 c2 c3 that are all within the same box:
40

The probability of type-pairs in a set T

is given by
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R

(vb ;vs )2T

f (vb ; vs ) dvb dvs .

1. If (c3s
and

c2s ) = (c3b

2. If (c2b

c1b ) =c2s

c2b ) > 1 +

c1s > 1 +

then E[c1s ; c2s ]

then E[c2s ; c3s ]

E[c1b ; c2b ] implies E[c1s ; c3s ]

E[c2b ; c3b ] implies E[c1s ; c3s ]

E[c1b ; c3b ],

E[c1b ; c3b ].

These properties hold even if c1 , c2 or c3 is not an extreme vertex but an accumulation
point of extreme vertices.
In order to highlight the intuition of the …rst part of the lemma, consider the two
consecutive extreme vertices c1 and c2 . By Property (P1) there is no trade when the
agents report messages mb = [c1b ; c2b ] and ms = [c1s ; c2s ]). This is represented by area A in
Figure (7b). Suppose we merge mb (resp. ms ) with all buyer (resp. seller) messages up
to c3b (resp. c3s ). What would guarantee that there is no trade for the uni…ed message
pair ([c1b ; c3b ]; [c1s ; c3s ])? If the distribution were uniform, then knowing that we added more
seller types (to ms ) than buyer types (to mb ), i.e., (c3s c2s ) = (c3b c2b ) > 1, would su¢ ce.
But since the conditional distribution is only close to uniform within the small box, then
we need to correct by adding a small proportion of additional high seller types. The
intuition for the second part is analogous. Our second lower bound is then:
Lower bound 2. ^l2 is the bound ~l determined by Lemma A.5 when
constant de…ned above).

= ^ (where ^ is the

Step II: Reducing the number of extreme vertices Assume that l > maxf^l1 ; ^l2 g.
In this step, we show a modi…cation of the mechanism that reduces the number of extreme
vertices in each box on the equi-type line to be at most 5. The modi…cation a¤ects trade
only for type-pairs within boxes on the equi-type line.
Consider a box on the equi-type line with more than 5 extreme vertices, like the
one illustrated in Figure (7c). Denote the smallest extreme vertex in the box by A .
Denote the second-smallest vertex by A. If a smallest vertex does not exist, i.e., there is
a converging sequence of vertices, then denote the smallest accumulation point of vertices
by A, and let A = A. Similarly, denote the largest vertex in the box by B + and
the second-largest by B. If a largest vertex does not exist, then denote the greatest
accumulation point of vertices by B, and let B + = B. Lastly, denote by P the typepair (Pb ; Ps ) = 78 Bb + 18 Ab ; 18 Bs + 78 As , where As and Ab are the seller- and buyer-type
coordinates of the extreme vertex A (respectively), and Bs and Bb are the seller- and
buyer-type coordinates of B.
In order to reduce the number of extreme vertices in the box we merge the small
messages (intervals) of each player into coarser ones. In what follows, when we say that we
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merge messages of player i to create a message mi = [vi0 ; vi00 ] we mean that: (i) we replace all
agent i’s messages between vi0 and vi00 by a single message mi = [vi0 ; vi00 ], (ii) we update the
mechanism’s allocation rule to be credible-minimal with respect to the updated message
sets, and (iii) we adjust the transfer rules so that incentive compatibility is maintained.
Note that if c1 and c2 are two extreme vertices such that c1 < c2 , and we merge
the buyer’s messages to create m
^ b = [c1b ; c2b ] and merge the seller’s messages to create
m
^ s = [c1s ; c2s ], then the modi…cation does not a¤ect the allocation rule for type-pairs
outside of m
^b m
^ s . To see this, consider, for example, a seller type vs < c1s who sends
a message ms 2 Ms in the original mechanism. Since the modi…cation does not a¤ect
message ms , type vs keeps on sending ms even after the modi…cation. Moreover, in the
original mechanism vs trades with all buyer types in [c1b ; c2b ], and we therefore deduce that
the seller mean type in the message (interval) ms is smaller than the buyer mean type in all
the messages (i.e. subintervals) that buyer types in [c1b ; c2b ] send in the original mechanism.
Thus, the seller mean type in ms is smaller than the buyer mean type also in the merged
message m
^ b , and therefore p (ms ; m
^ b ) = 1 by credibility. An analogous argument shows
2
that seller type vs > cs , who did not not trade with any buyer type in [c1b ; c2b ] before the
modi…cation, does not trade with any buyer type in [c1b ; c2b ] after the modi…cation. The
arguments are analogous for the buyer side.
For each box , we modify the mechanism according to the relevant case:
1
Case 1: (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab )
2 or (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab )
.
Suppose that
2
(Bs As ) = (Bb Ab )
2, as depicted in Figure (7c). We then merge the buyer messages to create m
^ b = [Ab ; Bb ] and merge seller messages to create m
^ s = [As ; Bs ]. After
this modi…cation, no type-pair in m
^b m
^ s trades. To see this, note that since ^ < 1 then
(Bs As )=(Bb Ab ) > (1 + ^ ) and recall that l > ^l2 and that E[As ; As ]
E[Ab ; Ab ]
by property (P1) de…ned above. Therefore, by the …rst part of Lemma A.5 we have
E[As ; Bs ] E[Ab ; Bb ].41 Therefore, credibility implies that p (m
^ b; m
^ s ) = 0.
1
, we merge buyer and seller messages to create m
^b =
If (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab )
2
+
+
[Ab ; Bb ] and m
^ s = [As ; Bs ], respectively. An analogous argument (using the second part
of Lemma A.5) guarantees that after the modi…cation no type pair in m
^b m
^ s trades.
In either case, in the modi…ed mechanism there are at most 3 extreme vertices in the
box .

Case 2: 21 < (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab ) < 2 and Ps > Pb .
In this case, which is illustrated
in Figure (8a), we merge buyer and seller messages to create m
^ b = [Ab ; Bb ] and m
^s =
41

In terms of Lemma (A.5), A

is c1 , A is c2 and B is c3 .
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[As ; Bs ], respectively. After this modi…cation, no type-pair in m
^b m
^ s trades. To see
this, note that the subset of type-pairs in m
^b m
^ s for which the surplus from trade
is positive is f(vb ; vs ) 2 m
^b m
^ s j vb vs g. This set corresponds to the triangle T1 =
h(As ; As ) ; (Bb ; As ) ; (Bb ; Bb )i in the …gure. The subset of type pairs in m
^b m
^ s for which
the surplus from trade is negative is f(vb ; vs ) 2 m
^b m
^ s j vb < vs g. Consider its proper
subset f(vb ; vs ) 2 m
^b m
^ s j As + (vb Ab ) (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab ) < vs g which corresponds
to the triangle T2 = h(Ab ; As ) ; (Ab ; Bs ) ; (Bb ; Bs )i in the …gure.
.42 Since l > ^l1 , the probThe ratio between the areas of T2 and T1 is at least 128
9
ability mass of type-pairs in T2 is larger than the probability mass of type pairs in T1 .
Furthermore, for each type-pair in T1 the surplus from trade is at most d Bb As , while
for each type-pair in T2 the surplus destroyed by trade is at least d.43 Thus, when the
buyer reports m
^ b and the seller reports m
^ s then, on average, trade is not bene…cial and,
therefore, credibility implies p (m
^ s; m
^ b ) = 0.
After the modi…cation there are no more than 4 extreme vertices in the box .
Case 3: 21 < (Bs As ) = (Bb Ab ) < 2 and Ps < Pb and there is an extreme vertex in
[Ab ; Pb ] [Ps ; Bs ].
This case is depicted in Figure (8b). Since there is an extreme vertex
in [Ab ; Pb ] [Ps ; Bs ], then all type-pairs in [Pb ; Bb ] [As ; Ps ] trade. Suppose that Bs As
Bb Ab , and denote by B the type pair Bb ; Bs = (^ Ab + (1 ^ ) Bb ; Bs ) (the constant
^ is de…ned before Step I). Now merge seller messages to create m
^ s = (As ; Bs ) and buyer
42

Denote x = max (Bs As ; Bb Ab ) and y = min (Bs As ; Bb Ab ). The area of triangle
2
1
T2 is 0:5 (x y). The area of triangle T1 is at most 0:5
Since x
2y the ratio
8 (x + y) .
2

0:5 (x y) = 0:5 ((1=8) (x + y))

is at least

128
9

(when x = 2y).

43

This is because, using the notation of footnote 42, trade between each type-pair in T2 creates a
negative surplus that is worse than (y d). Note that d 18 (x + y) 3y
8 , where the …rst inequality is
because Ps > Pb and the second is becuase xy 2. Thus, j (y d)j > d.
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messages to create m
^ 1b = Ab ; Bb and m
^ 2b = Bb ; Bb , as depicted in Figure (8c). After
the modi…cation, no type-pair in m
^ 1b m
^ s trades. This is because (Bs As ) = Bb
Ab =
E[Ab ; Ab ] (which is implied
(1= (1 ^ )) (Bs As ) (Bb Ab ) > 1 + ^ and E[As ; As ]
by property (P1), since A and A are consecutive extreme vertices). Therefore, by the
…rst part of Lemma A.5, and since l > ^l1 , we have that E [m
^ s ] E [m
^ 1b ]. By credibility we
then have that p (m
^ s; m
^ 1b ) = 0. Whether or not the type pairs in m
^ 2b m
^ s trade depends
on the type distributions.
Relative to the original mechanism, the modi…cation eliminates trade for at least all
type-pairs in Pb ; Bb
[As ; Ps ]. If the modi…cation adds trade, it does so only for a subset
of type pairs in Bb ; Bb [Ps :Bs ]. The ratio between the area in which trade is eliminated
and the area in which trade is added is at least Bb
Pb (Ps As ) = Bb Bb
(Bs Ps ) =
(1 8^ ) =56^ = 4R. Since l > ^l1 we are guaranteed that the ratio between the probability
mass of the type-pairs for which trade is eliminated and the probability mass of type-pairs
for which trade is added is at least 2R.
The analysis of the case in which Bs As < Bb Ab is similar. Denote the point
A+ hAb ; (1 ^ ) Ab + ^ Bb i, merge buyer messages to create m
^ b = Ab ; Bb+ and merge
+
seller messages to create m
^ 1s = (As ; A+
^ 2s = (A+
s ) and m
s ; Bs ). Then, use the second part
of Lemma A.5 to show that the ratio between the probability mass of the type-pairs for
which trade is eliminated and the probability mass of type-pairs for which type is added
is at least 2R.
In either case, in the modi…ed mechanism there are at most 3 extreme vertices in the
box .
Case 4: 12 < (Bs
[Ab ; Pb ] [Ps ; Bs ].

As ) = (Bb Ab ) < 2 and Ps < Pb and there is no extreme vertex in
This case is depicted in Figure (9a). Denote the smallest extreme
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vertex in [Pb ; Bb ] [Ps ; Bs ] by C (if there is no such smallest vertex, then let C be the
smallest accumulation point of vertices). Denote the …rst extreme vertex (or accumulation
point) before it by C . If (Bs Cs )=(Bb Cb )
2 , merge buyer and seller messages
to create m
^ b = (Cb ; Bb ) and m
^ s = (Cs ; Bs ), respectively. The argument in case 1
above shows that after this modi…cation no type pair in m
^b m
^ s trades. Similarly, if
1
(Bs Cs )=(Bb Cb ) 2 , then merge buyer and seller messages to create m
^ b = (Cb ; Bb+ ) and
m
^ s = (Cs ; Bs+ ), respectively, in order to guarantee that no type-pair in m
^b m
^ s trades.
1
Otherwise 2 (Bs Cs )=(Bb Cb ) 2. Denote the type pair B
h^ Cb + (1 ^ ) Bb ; Bs i
as illustrated in Figure (9b). Then, merge seller messages to create m
^ s = (Cs ; Bs ) and
1
2
buyer messages to create m
^ b = (Cb ; Bb ) and m
^ b = (B ; Bb ). The argument in case 3
above shows that in the modi…ed mechanism no type pair in m
^ 1b m
^ s trades. Whether
2
^ s trade depends on the type distributions.
or not type pairs in m
^b m
Relative to the original mechanism, the modi…cation eliminated trade for at least
all type pairs in T1 = [Cb ; Bb ] [Ps ; Cs ]. If it adds trade, then it does so only for
type pairs in T2 = [Bb ; Bb ] [Cs ; Bs ]. However, note that Cs Ps > 38 (Bs As ) and
Bs Cs < 48 (Bs As ).44 Therefore, the ratio between the areas of T1 and T2 is at least
4
Bb
Cb 38 (Bs As ) = Bb Bb
(Bs As ) = (3 3^ ) =4^ > 4R. Since l > ^l1
8
we are guaranteed that the ratio between the probability mass of the type-pairs for which
trade is eliminated and the probability mass of type-pairs for which trade is added is at
least 2R.
Now denote the rightmost extreme vertex in [Ab ; Pb ] [As ; Ps ] by D and the extreme
vertex after it by D+ and apply a symmetric argument to remove trade for type pairs in
[Ab ; Pb ] [As ; Ps ]. Note that, by property (P2), there cannot be more than one extreme
vertex in [Pb ; Bb ] [As ; Ps ]. Thus, after the modi…cation there are no more than 5 extreme
vertices in the box .
Step III – An upper bound on the lost surplus The modi…cation described in
step II changes the allocation rule only for type-pairs in the l boxes on the equi-type line.
max
An upper bound on the (expected) loss of surplus due to the modi…cation is f l2 . This is
because for each type-pair (vb ; vs ) in a box on the equi-type line we have jvb vs j 1=l,
i.e. trade between vb and vs cannot create or destroy surplus of more than 1=l. In addition,
the probability mass of all type-pairs in a box is no more than (1=l2 ) f max . Thus, the
To see that Bs Cs < 48 (Bs As ), note …rst that Bs Cs
2 (Bb Cb ). Since Cb > Pb then
Bs Cs < 2 (Bb Pb ) = 28 (Bb Ab ), and since in case IV we assume that (Bb Ab ) < 2 (Bs As ) then
Bs Cs < 84 (Bs As ). To see Cs Ps > 38 (Bs As ), note that Cs Ps = (Bs As ) (Bs Cs )
(Ps As ). Since Bs Cs < 48 (Bs As ) and (Ps As ) = 18 (Bs As ), then Cs Ps > 38 (Bs As ).
44
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expected lost surplus across all l boxes on the equi-type line cannot exceed l (1=l)
(f max =l2 ). The third lower bound on the number of boxes l guarantees that this loss of
surplus is smaller than s2 :
Lower bound 3.

^l3 =

p

f max =^
s.

Step IV –Ratio between the lost surplus and the saved budget The modi…cation described in step II reduces the amount of trade in the mechanism. In this step, we
show that the ratio between the reduction in the required transfers to the agents ( ) and
the lost surplus (s) is increasing in the number of boxes l. Thus, for large enough l the
reduction in is larger than s=r, where r is the given parameter.
Fix a box
= [v; v + 1=l] [v; v + 1=l] on the equi-type line. Denote by P the
probability mass of all the type-pairs that trade in the original mechanism but not trade
in the modi…ed one. Denote by P+ the probability mass of all type pairs that do not trade
in the original mechanism but do trade in the modi…ed one. P+ is zero in cases 1 and 2
of step II. In cases 3 and 4 it may be positive but, as we showed, nonetheless satis…es:
2R P+ < P .

(6)

Denote the net reduction in trade probability by P
P
P+ . Since R
1, then
P+ < P
P and P + P+ < 3P .
We begin by showing that the expected reduction in information rent to the buyer due
to the modi…cation in the box is at least
1
P
2

fbmin
(vb
fbmax

1
(v + ))
l

P+

fbmax 1
fbmin l

(7)

To see this, recall again that the expected information rent paid to buyer type vb (above the
payo¤ of the lowest type v b ) in any incentive-compatible mechanism is given by I (vb )
R vb
pb (x) dx. We divide the buyer types into three groups. First, all buyer types vb < v
v
(recall that v is the lowest buyer type in the box ) are una¤ected by the modi…cation, and
their expected information rents are unchanged. Second, the expected information rents
that are paid to buyer types vb 2 [v; v + 1=l] increase by at most P + fbmax =fbmin (1=l).
This is because the probability mass of all buyer types in the interval [v; v + 1=l] is at
most (1=l) fbmax and the maximal increase in information rent paid to any buyer type in
this interval cannot exceed P+ =fbmin .45 Finally, the expected information rents that have
45

To see this, let the function

(x; y) equal 1 if, in the modi…cation described in step II, the type-
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to be paid to buyer types vb 2 [v + 1=l; vb ] decrease by at least 12 (P =fbmax ) fbmin (vb
(v + 1=l)). This is because the mass of all buyer types in the interval [v + 1=l; vb ] is at
least (vb (v + 1=l)) fbmin , and because for each buyer type in this interval the expected
information rent decreases by at least P =fbmax P+ =fbmin . By Equation (6) we have
thatP =fbmax P+ =fbmin (1 (1=2R) fbmax =fbmin ) (P =fbmax ), and since R fbmax =fbmin
and P
P then (1 (1=2R) fbmax =fbmin ) (P =fbmax ) 21 P =fbmax .
An analogous argument shows that the expected reduction in information rents paid
to the seller is at least
1
f min
P smax (v
2 fs

vs)

P+

fsmax 1
fsmin l

.

(8)

Thus, the total ex-ante reduction in information rents, denoted by I , is greater than the
sum of expressions (7) and (8), and therefore:
1
I > P
2

minf

fbmin fsmin
g (vb
;
fbmax fsmax

1
)
l

vs

P+ maxf

fbmax fsmax 2
g .
;
fbmin fsmin
l

Since P > P + and since for su¢ ciently large l we have that (vb v s 1l ) > (vb
then:
1
fbmin fsmin
fbmax fsmax
vb v s
4
I > P
min
;
max
; min
.
max
min
max
2
fb
fs
2
fb
fs
l

v s ) =2,

The lost surplus due to the modi…cation in the box (s ) cannot exceed 1l (P+ + P ):
at the worst case, the reduced trade P occurs for type-pairs with a positive surplus,
which cannot exceed 1=l, and the addition to trade P+ occurs for type-pairs with a
negative surplus, which cannot be less than 1=l. Since (P+ + P ) < 3P , we have that
s < 3P =l and therefore:
I >

s

l
6

min

fbmin fsmin
;
fbmax fsmax

vb

vs
2

max

fbmax fsmax
;
fbmin fsmin

4
.
l

, equals to the
The reduction in due to the modi…cation in the box, denoted by
reduction in the required information rents (I ) minus the reduction in the generated
pair (x; y) started trading and 0 otherwise. Ignore all type pairs for which the modi…cation reduced
Then, the change in the information
is no more than
R vb R vsrent paid to type vb due to the modi…cation
Rtrade.
vb R vs
b
b
(x; y) fs (y) dydx < 1=fmin
(x; y) fs (y) fb (x) dydx = 1=fmin
P+ .
v
v
v
v
b

s

b

s
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surplus (s ), i.e.

s

=

I

s
s

s . Therefore:

=I
>

l
6

min

fbmin fsmin
;
fbmax fsmax

vb

vs
2

max

fbmax fsmax
;
fbmin fsmin

4
l

1. (9)

The right-hand side of Equation (9) is unboundedly increasing in l. Our fourth and last
lower bound on the number of boxes l guarantees that the ratio between the reduction of
and the reduction of surplus is larger than r:
Lower bound 4. ^l4 is the lowest integer for which the right-hand side of Equation (9) is
greater than r.

In sum, given r and s2 , let ^l be the lowest integer that is greater than maxf^l1 ; ^l2 ; ^l3 ; ^l4 g.
Then de…ne:
K = 5^l + 2(^l2 ^l + 2).
Given any intermediation mechanism with more that K extreme vertices, we apply the
modi…cation described in step II above. The resulting intermediation mechanism has no
more than K extreme vertices (the computation of K is explained at the beginning of
this lemma’s proof). Compared to the original mechanism, the surplus decreases by at
most s < s2 and the budget de…cit decreases by at least s=r.

Proof of Lemma A.4
A budget-balanced intermediation mechanism with (weakly) fewer than K extreme verK
tices is essentially a vector of 2K elements (c1b ; c1s ; :::; cK
b ; cs ) that characterize the boundaries of trade and satisfy the following three conditions:
1. c1b

c2b

:::

cK
and c1s
b

c2s

cK
s ,

:::

2. Credibility: for every l = f0; :::; Kg such that cls 6= cl+1
s :
(i) if clb 6= cbl+1 then EFs [cls ; cl+1
s ]

EFb [clb ; cl+1
b ], and

(ii) if cbl+1 6= cbl+2 then EFs [cls ; cl+1
s ]
where (c0b ; c0s )

l+2
EFb [cl+1
b ; cb ],

(v b ; v s ) and cK+1
; cK+1
s
b

3. Budget balance:
Fs (cls 1 )) = 0.

=

P

k=1;::;K

P

k
l=1;::;k (cs
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(vb ; vs ).
clb ) (Fb (ck+1
)
b

Fb (ckb )) (Fs (cls )

K
The surplus of a mechanism (c1b ; c1s ; :::; cK
b ; cs ) is computed as follows:

X

X

(EFb [ckb ; ck+1
] EFs [cls 1 ; cls ]) (Fb (ck+1
)
b
b

Fb (ckb )) (Fs (cls )

Fs (cls 1 )).

k=1;::;K l=1;::;k

De…ne the set of all vectors with 2K elements that satisfy the above conditions as
"the feasible set", and denote it by MK . Endow MK with the Euclidean metric. Clearly,
the surplus function is continuous and MK is compact (since all the constraints are given
by equalities and weak inequalities on continuous functions). Therefore, there exists
a budget-balanced intermediation mechanism with fewer than K extreme vertices that
attains the supremum surplus over MK .

Proof of Lemma A.5
We prove only the …rst part of the lemma, since the second part is analogous. Given a
distribution Fi , and three points x; y; z that satisfy v i < x < y < z < vi , we begin by
showing that:
E [x; z] = E [x; y] +

1
(z
2

y) + O ((z

y) (y

x)) + O (z

y)2

(10)

Ry
tf (t) dt
when z ! x. To see this, denote h (x; y) dE [x; y] =dy = f (y) y (F (y) F (x))
x
2
1
= (F (y) F (x)) . Sequentially applying L’Hospital’s rule yields limy!x h (x; y) = 2 and
limy!x h (x; y) 21 = (y x) = f 0 (x) = (6f (x)). Therefore, h (x; y) = 21 + O (y x) as
y ! x. Now write the Taylor expansion of E [x; z] at (x; y) to obtain:
E [x; z] = E [x; y] + (z

y) h (x; y) + O (z

y)2 .

Plugging in h (x; y) = 21 + O (y x) yields Equation (10).
Using Equation (10), we can write the buyer mean on the interval [c1b ; c3b ] as follows:
1
EFb [c1b ; c3b ] = EFb [c1b ; c2b ] + (c3b
2

c2b ) + O((c3b

c2b )(c2b

c1b )) + O(c3b

c2b )2 ,

where the subscript Fb in the expectations operator indicates the distribution according
to which the mean is evaluated.
Since (c3s c2s ) = (c3b c2b ) > 1 + , then c3s > c2s + (1 + ) (c3b c2b ) > c1s and therefore
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EFs [c1s ; c3s ] > EFs [c1s ; c2s + (1 + )(c3b

c2b )]. Using Equation (10) again we can write:

EFs [c1s ; c3s ] > EFs [c1s ; c2s + (1 + )(c3b c2b )]
1
= EFs [c1s ; c2s ] + (1 + )(c3b c2b ) + O((c2s
2

c1s )(c3b

c2b )) + O(c3b

c2b )2 .

Therefore,
EFs [c1s ; c3s ]

EFb [c1b ; c3b ] > (EFs [c1s ; c2s ]
+ O((c2s

and since EFs [c1s ; c2s ]
EFs [c1s ; c3s ]

1 3
(c
c2b )
2 b
c2b )) + O((c3b c2b )(c2b c1b )) + O(c3b

EFb [c1b ; c2b ]) +

c1s )(c3b

c2b )2

EFb [c1b ; c2b ] we have that:

EFb [c1b ; c3b ] > (c3b

c2b ) [ + O(c2s
2

c1s ) + O(c2b

c1b ) + O(c3b

c2b )].

(11)

Recall that the three extreme vertices c1 ; c2 and c3 are all within the same box, i.e. (c3b c2b ),
(c2b c1b ) and (c2s c1s ) all go to zero as l grows. Thus, given , there exists ~l such that for
any l > ~l the left-hand side of Equation (11) is positive.

Proof of Proposition 6
The proof consists of two parts. In part A we show that when the type distributions
are uniform the intermediary implements the optimal posted price x as described in the
statement of the proposition. In part B we show that when the distributions are close
to uniform, the intermediary implements an outcome that is close to that of the optimal
posted price x .
Part A. Suppose that the type distributions are uniform. By proposition 4, the buyer’s
and seller’s message sets in the optimal intermediation mechanism are …nite. Given a
partition-direct intermediation mechanism = (M; p; tb ; ts ) with …nite message sets, we
order the seller’s messages from lowest to highest and denote the k th message by mks . We
denote the lowest buyer message that trades with m1s by m1b , and denote by mkb the k th
buyer message above it. The index of the highest buyer message is denoted by K (for an
illustration see Figure (10a), in which K = 3). Thus, for any k 2 f1; :::; Kg, the message
pair mkb ; mks is in the frontier of trade, i.e. mks is the highest seller message that trades
with mkb and mkb is the lowest buyer message that trades with mks .
Using the fact that the message sets are …nite we can slightly simplify the expression
of (p). Note that for any pair of messages, mls and mkb , we have p mls ; mkb = 1 if and
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m2b
m4s

m4s
m3s

m3s

m3

m2s
m1s
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m1b
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m2s
m1s

m3s
m2s

m2b m3b

m1b

(a)

x m2 m3
b
b

(b)

Figure 10: The left-hand panel shows an allocation rule that satis…es the conditions of Lemma A.8. The
right-hand panel shows a posted price that generates a higher social surplus.

only if k
l. Moreover, if k
l then !s (vb ) !b (vs ) = mks mlb for any type-pair
(vb ; vs ) 2 mkb mls (where that mi and mi are the lower and upper bounds of the interval
PK Pk
mls ; mkb , where
mls ; mkb =
mi , respectively). We then have (p) =
l=1
k=1
mk+1
mlb
mk+1
mls = (vs v s ) (recall that mli = ml+1
mkb = (vb v b )
ml+1
s
s
i
b
for all l and for every agent i).
To prove part A we proceed in two steps. The …rst presents our core argument and
shows that if K > 1, then can satisfy budget balance only if it attains a very speci…c
structure that is qualitatively illustrated in Figure (10a) (and formally characterized by
Lemma A.8). The second step shows that if attains this particular structure, then there
exists a posted-price intermediation mechanism (i.e. an intermediation mechanism with
K = 1) that generates a higher social surplus.
We therefore deduce that in the optimal intermediation mechanism it must be the
case that K = 1, and since the optimal posted price generates the highest surplus among
all intermediation mechanisms with K = 1, the desired result is attained.
In what follows we denote the length of an interval message mi by jmi j = mi mi .
Step I : The core argument
For any k 2 f1; :::; Kg, we denote mk = mks ; mkb and refer to each mk as an extreme
rectangle of trade. The rectangles mk and mk+1 are referred to as consecutive extreme
rectangles. We refer to mks ; mkb as the bottom-left corner of mk and to mk+1
; mkb as
s
the top-left corner of mk (note that this is an extreme vertex in the mechanism). For
^
^ 2 fK; K + 1g is the index of
convenience, we denote mK+1
= vb and mK+1
= vs , where K
s
b
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the seller’s highest interval.46 Finally, we de…ne T LB to be the set of extreme rectangles
with top-left corner below the equi-type line, and BLB to be the set of extreme rectangles
with bottom-left corner below the equi-type line:
T LB =
BLB =

mks ; mkb 2 M : mk+1
< mkb
s
mks ; mkb 2 M : mks < mkb

In the example illustrated in Figure (10a), the top-left and bottom-left corners of the
extreme rectangle m2 are marked with small black dots. Note that in this example the
extreme rectangle m2 belongs to the set T LB, and the extreme rectangle m1 does not
belong to the set BLB.
The …rst lemma establishes that, due to credibility, there are no two consecutive extreme rectangles with their top-left corner below the equi-type line and no two consecutive
extreme rectangles with their bottom-left corner above the equi-type line:
Lemma A.6. For any k 2 f1; :::; K 1g:
1. If mk 2 T LB then mk+1 62 T LB;
2. If mk 62 BLB then mk+1 2 BLB.
If K > 1 and (p) = 0, then there is at least one extreme rectangle mk that belongs
to the set T LB. To see why, note that if K > 1 then there is more than one rectangle
with trade. Since only rectangles in the set T LB contribute negative summands to the
computation of , and since (p) = 0, then there must be at least one extreme vertex
that belongs to T LB. The next lemma, however, asserts that if mk 2 T LB but there is
also a rectangle mk j or a rectangle mk+j+1 , for some j 1, with their bottom-left corner
below the equi-type line, then there are positive terms in that outweigh the negative
value that is contributed by
mk . The geometric interpretation of this resu
s outlined in the body of the text.
Lemma A.7. For any k 2 f1; :::; Kg and any mk 2 T LB:
1. If mk

j

2 BLB for some 1

2. If mk+j+1 2 BLB for some 1

1, then

j<k
j

K

k, then

mks ; mkb +

j
P

z=1

mks ; mkb +

mks z ; mkb > 0.
j
P

z=1

mks ; mk+z
> 0.
b

The third lemma characterizes the structure of any intermediation mechanism for
K > 1 and (p)
0. The intuition is as follows: Unless the mechanism satis…es the
46

If the index of the buyer’s highest interval is K, then the index of the seller’s highest interval is either
K or K + 1.
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speci…c structure (which is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 10a), then every rectangle
mk 2 T LB can be "associated" with a distinct set of rectangles in which trade takes
place, such that the sum of over mk = mks ; mkb and the other elements of the set is
positive. This would be a contradiction of (p) 0.
Lemma A.8. If = (M; p; t) is an intermediation mechanism, then K
if K > 1 it must be that either:
1. K = 2 and m1 2 T LB and m3 62 BLB,47 or
2. K = 2 and m2 2 T LB and m1 62 BLB, or
3. K = 3 and m2 2 T LB and m1 62 BLB and m4 62 BLB.

3. Furthermore,

Step II: A posted price is better than an intermediation mechanism with K > 1.
We will show that for any intermediation mechanism with K > 1, there exists another
intermediation mechanism which implements some posted price that generates a higher
expected social surplus.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that is an optimal intermediation mechanism with
K > 1. Since is an intermediation mechanism, it must satisfy the conditions of Lemma
A.8. Consider the case in which K = 3 and m2 2 T LB and m1 62 BLB and m4 62 BLB
which is illustrated in Figure (10a).48 The proof for the other two cases with K = 2 is
similar.
Since is optimal it must be that:

and

m1b + m2b = m2s + m3s

(12)

m2b + m3b = m3s + m4s .

(13)

This is because if m1b + m2b < m2s + m3s , then slightly increasing mb1 does not violate
credibility and increases the expected surplus since it eliminates non-bene…cial trade.49
Similarly, if m2b + m3b < m3s + m4s , then slightly decreasing m4s increases the expected
surplus without violating credibility.
47

Recall that when K = 2, then, by de…nition, m3b = vb . Therefore, if the seller has 3 intervals then
m 62 BLB whenever m3s > vb , and if the seller has only 2 intervals then m3 62 BLB whenever vs > vb .
3

48

Since according to our notation m4b = vb , then m4 62 BLB is equivalent to m4s > vb .

49

Clearly, it cannot be that m1b + m2b > m2s + m3s , because then p m2s ; m1b = 0, thus contradicting
credibility. Similarly, it cannot be that m2b + m3b > m3s + m4s because then p m3s ; m2b = 0 contradicts
credibility.
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Suppose for now that m3s + jm3b j < m2b jm1s j (we will prove below that this must be
true). The expected surplus of any posted price x 2 [m3s + jm3b j ; m2b jm1s j], which is illustrated in Figure (10b), is then given by S (x) ((x v s ) = (vs v s )) ((vb x) = (vb v b ))
((vb + x) =2 (x + v s ) =2), which can be alternatively written as a sum of four terms:
m3s v s vb m2b
vs v s vb v b
m3 v s m2b x
+ s
vs v s vb v b

vb + m2b
vb + m2b
m3s + v s
x m3s vb m2b
x + m3s
+
2
2
vs v s vb v b
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
mb + x ms + v s
mb + x x + m3s
x ms mb x
+
2
2
vs v s vb v b
2
2

S (x) =

There are four positive summands in the right-hand side of the equation. The …rst
equals the expected social surplus generated when the buyer types in m2b [ m3b = [m2b ; vb ]
trade with the seller types in m1s [ m2s = [v s ; m3s ] in the mechanism . The second
summand is weakly greater than the expected social surplus generated when buyer types
in m3b trade with seller types in m3s in the mechanism .50 Similarly, the third summand is
weakly greater than the expected social surplus generated when buyer types in m1b trade
with seller types in m1s in the mechanism .
Thus, the sum of the …rst three arguments of S (x) is (weakly) greater than the
total surplus generated by the intermediation mechanism . Since the fourth argument is also positive, then the total expected surplus generated by any posted price
x 2 [m3s + jm3b j ; m2b jm1s j] is strictly greater than that of the intermediation mechanism
.
It remains to show that m3s + jm3b j < m2b
diction that m2b m3s jm1s j + jm3b j. Then:
m2s ; m2b = m2b
<

jm1s j. To do so, suppose by way of contra-

jm2b j
jm2s j
m1s + m3b
vb v b vs v s
jm2b j
jm3b j
m2b m2s +
m3b
vb v b
vb v b

m3s

jm1s j
vs v s

jm2b j
jm2s j
vb v b vs v s
jm2s j
m3s
vs v s

where the second inequality follows from m2 2 T LB (and therefore m3s < m2b ). Plugging
50

m1s ,
To see this, note that the second summand is increasing in x in the range x 2 m3s + m3b ; m2b
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
(ms +jmb j) ms vb mb
(ms +jmb j)+ms
vb +mb
which is equal to
and is thus (weakly) greater than
vs v
vb v
2
2
s

jm3s j

jm3b j

vs v s

jm2b j+jm3b j

vb v b

2

b

by equation 13 and since vb = m3b . The expected surplus generated by

the trade between buyers in m3b and sellers in m3s is
m3b

j j
to vb v

b

m3s

j

j

vs v s

m2b

j

m3b

j+j
2

j

by equation 13.
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jm3b j
vb v b

jm3s j
vs v s

m3b +vb
2

m3s +m4s
2

, which is equal

in (12) and (13) we obtain:
m2s ; m2b <

51

jm1s j
jm2b j
m3s
vs v s vb v b

m1b +

jm3b j
m4s
vb v b

m2b

Thus (m1s ; m2b )+ (m2s ; m3b )+ (m2s ; m2b ) > 0, which implies
= (M; p; tb ; ts ) being an intermediation mechanism.

jm2s j
=
vs v s

m1s ; m2b +

(p) > 0, which contradicts

In sum, in the …rst step we showed that if Fb and Fs are uniform, then any intermediation
mechanism with K > 1 must attain a very speci…c structure in order not to violate the
budget-balance requirement. In the second step, we showed that for any intermediation
mechanism with K > 1 that attains this structure there exists a posted price that yields
a higher social surplus. By Proposition 5, this posted price can be implemented by
an intermediation mechanism (with K = 1). Furthermore, since any intermediation
mechanism with K = 1 and (p) = 0 necessarily implements some posted price, it
follows that the optimal intermediation mechanism implements the optimal posted price
(i.e. the price that maximizes the social surplus). This price, x , is the maximizer of
R vb R x
(vb vs ) dvs dvb among all x 2 Vb \ Vs , and is characterized in the statement of the
x
vs
proposition.
Part B. We now turn to show that when the distributions are close to uniform, then the
intermediary implements an outcome that is close to that of the optimal posted price x .
De…ne the distance between two type distributions F = fFb ; Fs g and F 0 = fFb0 ; Fs0 g
as maxi2fb;sg maxvi 2Vi jfi (vi ) f 0 (vi )j. Consider a sequence of distributions fFn g that
converges to the uniform distribution. Since in the uniform distribution fimax = fimin = 1
for each agent i (where fimax and fimin are the maximum and minimum of the probability
density function fi ), then we assume without loss that for each Fn we have fimax < 2 and
fimin > 0:5. Thus, by the proof of proposition 4, there exists a …nite K such that, for
all n, the optimal intermediation mechanism n under Fn has no more than K extreme
vertices. We thus identify each mechanism n with a K-pairs-vector of the coordinates
of its K extreme vertices (where if the mechanism has fewer than K extreme vertices we
pad the vector by replicating the last pair until it has K-pairs, and (v b ; v s ) and (v b ; v s )
are considered as extreme vertices). We endow the space of such K-pairs-vectors with the
Euclidean metric.52 Denote the surplus generated by n by sn .
51

Note that m2b

52

More

m1s = m2s

precisely,

given

m1b and m2b
two

m2s = m3s

K-pairs

m2b .

vectors,
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v

=

vb1 ; vs1 ; : : : vbK ; vsK

and

m2s ; m3b

Consider any convergent subsequence of f n g, and denote its limit by 1 . We show
that 1 is the optimal posted price mechanism under the uniform distribution.53 Since
any convergent subsequence of f n g converges to the same mechanism, so does the sequence f n g.
We …rst show that 1 is an intermediation mechanism under the uniform distribution
(i.e., satis…es credibility and budget balance), and its surplus s1 is the limit of surpluses
sn of the mechanisms along the subsequence. To see this, note …rst that the credibility
condition involves a …nite set of weak inequalities between conditional expectations, each
of which is computed over intervals for the buyer and seller induced by the K-pairs-vector
– and thus continuous in the K-pairs-vector and in the distribution. Thus, credibility
is satis…ed also in the limit. Next, note that the function
(de…ned in Equation 2)
is continuous in the same variables, so having = 0 for all the mechanisms along the
subsequence implies
= 0, i.e. budget balance is satis…ed, also in the limit. Finally,
the ex-ante surplus is also continuous in the same variables so the surpluses sn of the
mechanisms along the subsequence converge to s1 .
Denote by spp
n the surplus generated by the optimal posted price under Fn . Since
pp
pp
pp
sn
sn (by Proposition 5) and spp
n ! sU (where sU is the surplus of the optimal
posted price mechanism under the uniform distribution) then s1
spp
U . But, since 1
is an intermediation mechanism under the uniform distribution, then Part A of the proof
pp
precludes s1 > spp
U . Therefore, s1 = sU . And, since the optimal posted price mechanism
is the unique optimal intermediation mechanism under the uniform distribution (by Part
A of the proof), then it must be that 1 is that mechanism.

Proof of Lemma A.6
First, suppose that mk 2 T LB and mk+1 2 T LB for some k 2 f1; :::; K 1g. Then, by de…nition, mk+1
< mkb and mk+2
< mk+1
and therefore E vb : vb 2 mkb > E vs : vs 2 msk+1 .
s
s
b
This implies that trade is bene…cial when the buyer reports mkb and the seller reports mk+1
,
s
k+1
k
which is inconsistent with p ms ; mb = 0 due to credibility.
Next, suppose that mk 62 BLB and mk+1 62 BLB for some k 2 f1; :::; K 1g.
Then, by de…nition, mks
mkb and mk+1
mk+1
and therefore E vb : vb 2 mkb
s
b
w
=
wb1 ; ws1 ; : : : wbK ; wsK , we de…ne the distance
q
2
2
2
2
(vb1 wb1 ) + (vs1 ws1 ) + : : : + vbK wbK + (vsK wsK ) .

between

v

and

w

to

be

53
A mechanism that is represented by a K-pairs-vector is said to be the optimal posted price if its
elements are (v b ; v s ), (x ; x ) and (v b ; v s ) (perhaps replicated).
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E vs : vs 2 mks . This implies that trade is not bene…cial when the buyer reports mkb
and the seller reports mks , which is inconsistent with p mks ; mkb = 1 due to credibility.

Proof of Lemma A.7
Suppose mk 2 T LB and mk

j

mks ; mkb

2 BLB for some 1
=

mk+1
s

mkb

j<k
mkb

vb

1. Then:
mks

v b vs

vs

<0

and
j
P

z=1

mks z ; mkb =

j
P

z=1

mk+1
s

mbk

mkb

z

vb

mks z
v b vs v s

mk+1
s

mkb

mkb

1

vb

mks mks
v b vs v s

where the inequality follows from the fact that mkb z
mkb 1 for every z
1. We will
k 1
k+1
k
k j
k+1
k
k+1
k
now show that ms
mb
ms ms
>
ms
mb
ms
ms .
k 1
k+1
k+1
k
k
To see this, note …rst that ms
mb > m s
ms , because m 2 T LB implies
k 1
m
62 T LB (according to Lemma A.6), and therefore mkb 1 < mks . Next, note that
mks mks j > mkb mk+1
, because p mks ; mkb 1 = 0 and therefore by credibility, mks
s
mkb 1
mkb mk+1
mbk 1 and therefore
, and since mk j 2 BLB then mks j < mkb j
s
. This completes the proof for the …rst part of the lemma. The
mks msk j > mkb mk+1
s
proof of the the second part is similar and therefore omitted.

Proof of Lemma A.8
We divide the analysis into three cases:
Case I : Suppose that K > 3. For any extreme rectangle mk 2 T LB with index k
3,
k
k 1
k
k 1
we associate m with the rectangle ms ; mb if m
2 BLB, and with the rectangles
k 1
k
k 2
k
ms ; mb and ms ; mb otherwise (note that according to Lemma A.6 if mk 1 62 BLB,
then it must be that mk 2 2 BLB). For any extreme rectangle mk 2 T LB with index
k
2, we associate mk with the rectangle mks ; mk+1
if mk+2 2 BLB, and with the
b
rectangles mks ; mk+1
and mks ; mk+2
otherwise (according to Lemma A.6 if mk+2 62 BLB
b
b
then it must be that mk+3 2 BLB).54 Since by Lemma A.6 there are no two consecutive
extreme rectangles that belong to T LB, then we associate each extreme rectangle with a
distinct group of rectangles. According to Lemma A.7 the sum of the function over the
54

Note that by de…nition mK+1
= vb , and therefore mK+1 2 BLB if and only if mK+1
< vb .
s
b
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j

elements of each group is positive, and thus it must be that
contradicts being an intermediation mechanism.

is strictly positive, which

Case II : Suppose that K = 2. Since (p)
0 it must be that either m1 2 T LB or
m2 2 T LB, but not both (since according to Lemma A.6 there are no two consecutive
rectangles with a top-left corner below the equi-type line). Suppose m1 2 T LB. If
> 0,
m3 2 BLB, then according to Lemma A.6 we have that
mks ; mkb + mks ; mk+1
b
3
which contradicts (p)
0. Therefore it must be that m 62 BLB, or equivalently
3
ms > vb . The argument for the case in which m2 2 T LB is similar.
Case III : Suppose that K = 3. If either m1 2 T LB or m3 2 T LB, then applying
the argument of Case I shows that (p) > 0. Suppose that m2 2 T LB (and therefore
m1 62 T LB or m3 62 T LB). If m1 2 BLB, then (m2s ; m2b ) + (m1s ; m2b ) > 0, and if
m4 2 BLB, then (m2s ; m2b ) + (m2s ; m3b ) > 0, which both contradict (p) 0. It must
therefore be that m1 62 BLB and m4 62 BLB.
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